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Our Guarantee

^
David Morgan has been a family 
owned and operated business since 1962. 
From the start we have offered a selection 
of items which reflects our personal expe-
rience and interests. Our aim is to bring 
you distinctive high quality items at prices 
that give outstanding value. Check our 
quality, check our values — you will not 
be disappointed.

We stand behind our goods.  Any item 
found unsatisfactory on inspection should 
be returned in unused condition within 
90 days with all tags for replacement or 
full refund of product price. Special or-
ders, books and DVD’s may be returned 
only if defective or not as specified.

Order Toll-free: 1-800-324-4934
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Pacific Time

Monday — Friday
Saturdays in November and December

From the greater Seattle area, 
Canada and abroad call (425) 485-2132

fax (425) 486-0224.

davidmorgan.com
catalog@davidmorgan.com
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Brands We Carry
Akubra Hats

B.C. Hats
Bills Khakis

Boma Argillite Reproductions
Bosca Leather Accessories

Devold Woolens
Driza-Bone Riding Coats & Vests

Filson Clothing, Luggage & Accessories
Geier Gloves & Moccasins

J.B.Field's Socks
Jacaru Hats

Lothlorian Sweaters
Tilley Hats

Tony Perotti Leathergoods
Welch Suspenders

If you are in the Seattle area, we invite 
you to visit our store. The store is located 
with our office and warehouse facilities in 
Bothell, just off I-405. A map is provided 
on page 59.
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Akubra Hats® have been Australia's quality hats since the early 
1900's, when Arthur P. Stewart set up to make a hat to meet the 
needs of this bustling new colony. Australians needed hard wear-
ing hats with wider brims than the usual European brims, to pro-

tect them from the sun and rain. Akubra soon became known for the durability and com-
fort of their fur felt hats, and recognized throughout the world for the Australian styling 
with a flair that reflects the independent, confident, and sometimes adventurous spirit of 
the dinkum Australian.
Akubra's reputation is built on the long lasting quality of their fur felt and the comfort of 
their reeded roan leather sweatbands. Choose one of Akubra's premium quality Heritage 
Collection hats or one of their traditional styles — all Akubras are great hats.

Stylemaster The Stylemaster is a pre-creased fedora that will suit hat lovers of all ages. 
Wear it with confidence to work or add a dash of style to your evening. The pinched 
telescope crown is 41/4 inches at the front, rising to 43/4 inches on the side and then down 
to 37/8 inches in the back. The brim is 21/2 inches wide and bound with ribbon. The snap 
brim is usually worn snapped down in front and up in back. The pure fur felt is Akubra’s 
Imperial Quality. The hat is fully lined and has a 11/2 inch grosgrain band. Reeded roan 
leather sweatband. UPF rating 50+. Colors are Acorn or Carbon Gray. Made in Australia.
 #1746 Stylemaster ............................................................................................................................................................................... $145

Sizes 67/8 through 8
Please state size and color

Acorn Carbon Gray

Please refer to pages 14 and 15 for our hat sizing and hat care information.
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Snowy River The Snowy River is a pre-creased stockman’s hat from Akubra. It has a 
pinched telescope crown and a brim with rolled sides with front and back turned down. 
This enduring outback style may be worn low over the eyes or well back on the head in 
typical Australian fashion. The crown is 4 inches high. The brim is 31/4 inches wide, raw 
edge. Imperial Quality pure fur felt, fully lined, with chin strap hooks set inside the crown 
for easy attachment of a chin strap, bonded leather ornamental band. Reeded roan leath-
er sweatband. UPF rating 50+. Colors are Fawn, Medium Gray or Black. Made in Australia.
 #1611 Snowy River  ............................................................................................................................................................................ $135

Sizes 63/4 through 81/8
Please state size and color

Fawn Medium Gray Black

Akubra’s Sweatbands The leather sweatband is the only part of the hat that touches 
the head, and thus is critical to comfort. Akubra uses roan leathers, full thickness sheep-
skin, tanned to be soft and absorbent. The leather is reeded, that is, supported by a thin 
impermeable strip of material with a thin plastic fibre encased in the edge. Reeding im-
proves the fit and comfort of the sweatband and inhibits transfer of perspiration from 
the leather to the hat itself. Roan leather is also used in Akubra’s Hemp Range, a luxurious 
feature not usually found in straw hats
We have been distributing Akubra hats in North America since 1965. For more informa-
tion, or to find a hat store carrying Akubras near you, visit us at:

akubra-usa.com
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#1616 Coober Pedy  ...............................................................$135
Sizes 63/4 through 8

Colors Fawn, Black, Moss Green

Pre-creased center crease crown
41/2 inches to peak of crown

31/4” brim, bound edge
1/2” ribbon band

Reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined, chin strap hooks

Imperial Quality pure fur felt
The Coober Pedy, named after Australia’s 
famed opal fields, has 3 eyelets on each 
side of the crown for ventilation.

Moss Green

#1628 Angler ........................................................................................$150
Sizes 67/8 through 8

Color Regency Fawn

Pre-creased center crease crown
41/4 inches to peak of crown

3” slightly curled brim, raw edge
Barramundi leather band

Reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined, chin strap hooks

Imperial Quality pure fur felt
The Angler is a sporting hat with a band 
made from the skin of the Barramundi, a 
food fish from Northeastern Australia.

Regency Fawn

Fawn

#1627 The Territory  ..............................................................$145
Sizes 67/8 through 8
Colors Fawn, Sand

Pre-creased pinched telescope crown
4 inches to peak of crown

4” brim, raw edge
Ornamental leather band

Reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined, chin strap hooks

Imperial Quality pure fur felt
This wide brimmed hat gives outstanding 
protection from harsh sun or heavy rain.

#1613 Cattleman  ..........................................................................$135
Sizes 63/4 through 8

Colors Fawn, Medium Gray, Dark Brown

Pre-creased pinched telescope crown
4 inches to peak of crown

31/4” brim, bound edge
Double round ornamental band
Reeded roan leather sweatband

Fully lined, chin strap hooks
Imperial Quality pure fur felt

The Cattleman is the hat made by Akubra 
for the Australian Stockman’s Hall of Fame, 
selected as the style typifying the hats 
used by the cattlemen in Australia.

Dark Brown
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Compare Akubra and Hat Co, the Texas manufacturer behind the Resistol and Stetson 
brand names, both make great hats. We feel Akubra hats compare very well for durability 
and quality of fur felt. At any price range Akubra’s sweatbands are hard to beat, making an 
Akubra an excellent choice for a quality hat which will feel great and wear well.
An interesting difference between Akubras and American hats is that Akubra does not 
use hat powders to correct or even out the colors of the felt in their hats. The felt is dyed 
to produce the color required. The dyeing will leave slight variations in the final color of 
the felt. These variations are subtle, but in a manner similar to the subtle variations found 
in good leather, enhancing the character of the felt as a natural material. 

The Boss The Boss is a hat that shows the on-going love affair between Australia and 
America - a happy melding of rolled up sides, downswept front and back brim and ta-
pered open telescope crown. The raw-edge brim is 31/2 inches wide and the pre-creased 
crown is 4 inches high, fully lined. Made from Akubra’s Imperial Quality pure fur felt. The 
Boss has a brass-studded leather band. There are chin strap hooks set inside the crown for 
easy attachment of a chin strap. Reeded roan leather sweatband. UPF rating 50+. Colors 
are Black or Sand. Made in Australia.
 #1617 The Boss  .......................................................................................................................................................................................... $135

Sizes 63/4 through 77/8
Please state size and color

Black Sand
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Black

#1634 Stony Creek  ...................................................................$160
Sizes 7 through 75/8

Color Black

Pre-creased center crease crown
45/8 inches to peak of crown

33/4” brim, raw edge
Double-tassled horse hair band
Reeded roan leather sweatband

Fully lined, chin strap hooks
Imperial Quality pure fur felt

The Stony Creek sports a center crease and 
side dents favored in many western hats.

#1618 Pilbara  .......................................................................................$145
Sizes 63/4 through 73/4

Colors Regency Fawn, Black

Center crease crown
51/4 inches to peak at sides

35/8” brim, raw edge
Ornamental band with brass fittings

Reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined, chin strap hooks

Imperial Quality pure fur felt

The Pilbara’s high crown and wide brim 
give outstanding protection from the sun.

Regency Fawn

#1619 Kiandra  ...................................................................................$135
Sizes 63/4 through 8

Colors Dark Fawn, Black, Sand

Pre-creased center crease crown
41/2 inches to peak of crown

3” brim, raw edge
Ornamental band with braided overlay

Reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined, chin strap hooks

Imperial Quality pure fur felt
The Kiandra, named after one of Austra-
lia’s goldmining towns, features a brim 
with rolled sides and a slight downturn in 
front and back.

Dark Fawn

Not sure of your hat size? Please see 
page 15 for hat sizing and fit information, 
or check online at davidmorgan.com/hat-
sizing.html, where we offer a DIY hat tape.
If you live in or visit the greater Seattle 
area, we invite you to stop by our retail 
store where our helpful staff can assist 
you.  A listing of Akubra dealers in the US 
and Canada can be found at:

akubra-usa.com
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Open Crown Akubras allow you to put your own personal bash in the crown. Step 
by step instructions are provided with all our open crown Akubras and online at www.
davidmorgan.com. The steps for a pinched telescope bash are shown below.

1. Start with the open crown hat 2. Create the center dent front to back, keep-
ing the front slightly higher than the back.

3. Add two side dents pinched closely togeth-
er in front and tapering down to the ribbon.

4. Add a slight curl to the sides.

Mid Brown
shown with Indy bash

Open Crown Hat
Shipped Uncreased

Adventurer The Adventurer is an Akubra® in the same general dimensional shape, 
style and color as the fedora worn by Indiana Jones in the Indiana Jones movies. Embark 
on your own adventure by bashing this open crown hat into the Indy shape shown here, 
or to another crease of your own choice. The open crown is 51/2 inches, the raw edge 
dimensional brim is 31/8 inches on the front and back, 23/4 inches on the sides. Akubra’s 
Imperial Quality fur felt. The Adventurer is finished with a matching 11/2 inch grosgrain 
ribbon band. Fully lined, with a reeded roan leather sweatband. This is a durable hat that 
will stand up to long-term hard use. Color is Mid Brown. Made in Australia.
 #1632 Adventurer (Open Crown) ..................................................................................................................... $140

Sizes 7 through 8
Please state size
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#1606 Bushman (Open Crown)  ....................$135
Sizes 67/8 through 77/8
Color Nullarbor Tan

Open crown, shipped uncreased
51/2 inches to top of crown

31/4” snap brim, bound edge
1/2” ribbon band

Reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined,  chin strap hooks
Imperial Quality pure fur felt

The Bushman is the traditional Australian 
stockman’s hat, worn in the outback since 
the early 1900’s.

Nullarbor Tan
shown with center crease bash

#1610 Squatter (Open Crown)  ......................$135
Sizes 7 through 77/8

Colors Mid Fawn, Moonstone

Open crown, shipped uncreased
51/4 inches to top of crown
3” snap brim, bound edge
11/4” grosgrain ribbon band

Reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined,  chin strap hooks

Imperial  Quality pure fur felt
The Squatter, a classic town and country 
hat, reflects the lifestyle of the first large 
landowners in the Australian outback.

Moonstone
shown with open telescope bash

#1601 Aussie Slouch Hat  .............................................$140
Sizes 63/4 through 77/8

Color British Khaki

Open crown, shipped uncreased
51/4 inches to top of crown
31/4” flat brim, bound edge

Puggaree and chin strap
Reeded roan leather sweatband

Unlined
Superfine Quality pure fur felt

Made by Akubra for the Australian Army 
since the early 1900’s, the Aussie Slouch is 
the authentic full-quality military hat.

British Khaki
shown with military bash

#1620 Sydney (Open Crown) ...........................$145
Sizes 63/4 through 8

Colors Regency Fawn, Charcoal

Open crown, shipped uncreased
51/2 inches to top of crown

21/2” brim, raw edge
1” grosgrain ribbon band

Reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined, no chin strap hooks

Pure fur felt
The Sydney is a classic Fedora, in a soft pure 
fur felt specifically designed for this style.

Regency Fawn
shown with Fedora bash
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Akubra's Heritage Collection The Heritage Collec-
tion presents a line of premium quality hats developed by 
Akubra. The felt in these hats is made from a select blend 
of specially graded furs of rabbit and hare which permit a 
longer and more arduous shrinking process. This process 
develops 25% more shrinkage, producing a denser and 
stronger felt, which in turn provides the basis for a superb 
pounced finish. The roan leather for the sweatbands is 
tanned from selected sheepskins, for an exceptional qual-
ity. The bands themselves are cut wider than normal to en-
sure the greatest comfort. The Heritage Collection hats are 
in all ways premium hats in the Akubra tradition, superb 
long lasting felt with outstanding leather sweatbands.

Banjo Paterson The Banjo Paterson is a great style suitable for town or country wear. 
The pre-creased crown has a wide center crease with side dents in the front. The crown 
is 4 inches high at the front, 41/2 inches at the sides. The brim is 23/4 inches wide, raw edge. 
The striking hat band, 1/2 inch wide, is made from the skin of the Barramundi, one of Aus-
tralia’s fine food fishes found in the Condamine and other northern rivers of Australia. 
Premium quality pure fur felt, fully lined, no chin strap hooks. Reeded roan leather sweat-
band. UPF rating 50+. Colors are Charcoal or Heritage Fawn. Made in Australia.
 #1622 Banjo Paterson (Heritage Collection) ............................................................................... $165

Sizes 63/4 through 8
Please state size and color

Heritage Fawn Charcoal
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#1623 The Overlander  ....................................................$165
Sizes 63/4 through 8

Colors Dark Fawn, Sand, Charcoal

Pre-creased pinched telescope crown
4 inches to peak of crown

31/4” brim, raw edge
Hand braided leather band

Premium reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined, no chin strap hooks
Premium Quality pure fur felt

The Overlander, from Akubra’s Heritage 
Collection, has the style and flair of the 
Australian outback. 

Sand

#1624 Lawson  .....................................................................................$165
Sizes 63/4 through 8

Color Dark Fawn

Pre-creased center crease crown
41/2 inches high at sides of crown

3” brim, bound edge
Hand braided leather band

Premium reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined, no chin strap hooks
Premium Quality pure fur felt

The Lawson, from Akubra’s Heritage Col-
lection, is a classic gentleman’s sporting 
hat, great for fly fishing or field sports. 

Dark Fawn

#1633 Burke and Wills  .....................................................$190
Sizes 7 through 75/8 — Color Light Sand

Pre-creased center crease crown 
with side dents

51/2 inches high at sides of crown
4” brim, raw edge

Horse hair hat band
Premium reeded roan leather sweatband

Fully lined, no chin strap hooks
Premium Quality pure fur felt

This American hat shape with an Austra-
lian name underlies the frontier heritage 
shared by both nations. Akubra’s Heritage 
Collection.

Light sand

#1625 Lightning Ridge .....................................................$180
Sizes 63/4 through 8

Colors Heritage Fawn, Sand

Pre-creased center crease crown
41/2 inches high at sides of crown

3” brim, raw edge
Leather band with opal

Premium reeded roan leather sweatband
Fully lined, no chin strap hooks
Premium Quality pure fur felt

The Lightning Ridge, from Akubra’s Heri-
tage Collection, features an opal on the 
side of the neat leather band. 

Heritage Fawn
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Beaver Fur Felt Akubra has recently developed a beaver fur felt. Beaver is hard to 
source, due to worldwide quotas, but produces one of the smoothest, most resilient felt 
hats in the world. Akubra’s beaver fur felt has 30% beaver fur, 70% rabbit fur, creating a 
tight, lightweight felt with great resiliency and a very smooth finish.

Pro 30X Beaver Hat The 30% beaver fur content and the Pro Rodeo brim give this fine 
hat its name. The pre-creased crown has a center crease with two side dents, known in the 
American West as a cattleman’s crease. The crown is 43/4 inches in the front and back and 
rises to 51/2 inches in the center. The Pro Rodeo raw edge brim is 33/4 inches wide, curled 
at the sides. The reeded roan leather sweatband is the same as those used in Akubra’s 
Heritage Collection, tanned from selected sheepskins for an exceptional quality, and cut 
wider than normal for greater comfort. Ornamental band. Fully lined, no chin strap hooks. 
UPF rating 50+. 30% beaver, 70% premium quality rabbit fur felt. Colors are Black or 
Sand. Made in Australia.
 #1750 Pro 30X Beaver Hat .................................................................................................................................................. $325

Sizes 7 through 75/8
Please state size and color

SandBlack

Beaver Hat Care Care for your beaver fur felt hat in the 
same manner as other quality fur felt hats.  Dust away dirt and 
grime with a hat brush. A hat stretcher will absorb moisture 
from the sweatband and maintain the hat’s proper shape and 
size when stored. For further information please see page 14.
#1181 Hat Stretcher ................................................................................................................................................ $23

Sizes S (below 71/8), M (71/8 to 73/8), L (71/2 and up)
Please state size 

New!
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#1649 Darwin Panama .......................................................$110
Sizes M(7-71/8), L(71/4-73/8), XL(71/2-75/8), XXL (73/4)

Color Natural
Toquilla fiber

3” brim
4” crown front and back, 41/2” at sides 

Hand braided leather hat band
Cloth sweatband

Handwoven in Ecuador, 
Finished and trimmed in the USA

The Darwin is our Panama hat with Austra-
lian style, finished with our own kangaroo 
leather hat band. 

#1648 Panama Fedora .............................................................$85
Sizes M(7-71/8), L(71/4-73/8), XL(71/2-75/8), XXL (73/4)

Color Natural
Toquilla fiber

21/2” brim
4” crown at front, 41/2” at peak 
11/2” Black grosgrain hat band

Cloth sweatband
Handwoven in Ecuador, 

Finished and trimmed in the USA
This Fedora is an elegant Panama at an af-
fordable price.  

#1635 Hemp Range.................................................................$110
Sizes 67/8 through 75/8

Color Natural

Pre-creased pinched telescope crown
41/2 inches to peak of crown

31/4” brim, raw edge
15/8” 7-pleat Black puggaree

Reeded roan leather sweatband
Unlined

Hemp straw
Made in Australia by Akubra

Akubra’s legendary quality is available 
in a hemp straw hat. Hemp is one of the 
world’s strongest fibers.

#1626 Traveller.................................................................................$135
Sizes 67/8 through 75/8

Colors Regency Fawn, Black

Pre-creased pinched telescope crown
43/8 inches to peak of crown

3” brim, welted edge
Ornamental band

Unlined, Chin strap hooks
Fabric sweatband

Pliofelt pure fur felt
Made in Australia by Akubra

The Traveller is Akubra’s packable hat. A 
unique memory insert allows the hat to be 
easily manipulated back to shape after be-
ing packed or crushed.

Black
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Wearing and Caring for Your Akubra Akubra Hats are made 
to be worn by active outdoors people. They are made to give full 
satisfaction during years of service through sun and rain. There is no 
need to baby your Akubra, but if you treat it with understanding, it 
will look better and last longer.
Do not pick up your hat by pinching the crown, either at the top or front. Pinching will 
flex the felt, and eventually cause a hole or crack to develop in the felt. It is best to pick 
up the hat either by the front and back of the brim, or by placing the thumbs inside the 
leather sweat band at the sides with the fingers just touching the outside edge of the brim.
Rain or sun do not harm a pure fur felt Akubra. There is no need for plastic rain covers 
— these merely keep the felt from breathing properly and so make your head uncom-
fortable. Do not heat a wet hat. Heat will shrink the felt, as well as the leather. Stand the 
hat upside down on its crown, or hang on a hook in a cool place and let it dry naturally. 
Wet felt retains the shape in which it dries, so make sure the brim and crown are shaped 
as you want them before drying. Do not leave a hat standing flat on its brim, as this will 
distort the brim. Never put your hat on the back ledge of your car or truck in the sun, as 
the heat may shrink and damage the leather sweatband. If your hats must of necessity be 
dried or stored under warm conditions, storing the hat on a hat stretcher, set to your hat 
size, will be beneficial.
Dust and grime are bound to accumulate on a hat under any normal conditions. Dust can 
be removed by brushing with a soft brush. Always brush with the nap, in a counterclock-
wise direction. Dust can also be removed by wiping the hat with a damp (not wet) towel.

Hat Stretcher This two way hat stretcher is 
robust and durable. Tapered blocks of fir on a 
turnbuckle fit against the leather sweatband to 
absorb moisture and maintain the hat’s proper 
shape and size when stored. If your hats must 
of necessity be dried or stored under warm 
conditions, storing the hat on the stretcher, set 
to your size, will be beneficial. Three sizes are 
carried to fit a range of hat sizes. Made in USA.
#1181 Hat Stretcher .....................................................................................$23

Sizes S (below 71/8), M (71/8 to 73/8), L (71/2 and up)
Please state size

Brim Brush The hatter’s brim brush is 
designed to brush a hat efficiently. Brush 
counter-clockwise to remove dust and 
grime. Used regularly a brim brush will 
add years to the life of your hat.
#3001 Brim Brush ..............................................................................$13
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Determining Your Hat Size Heads come in all sizes and in a surprising variety of 
shapes. Although fur felt hats, such as the Akubras we carry, are adaptable, and will usu-
ally conform to differences in shape with a little wearing, it is essential that the size be 
correct for the head.
To determine your hat size, measure the circumference 
around your head, keeping the tape level and firm, across the 
temples and above the eyebrow ridges. If you do not have 
a tape measure, download, print and assemble our hat tape 
found at davidmorgan.com/hat_tape.pdf. Check the size 
chart given below. For in-between measurements use the next 
size up. For hats offered in S-M-L increments, determine your 
hat size first, then check to see which increment covers your 
hat size, as this often varies from one manufacturer to another. 
For the lightweight canvas hats for hot weather use you may 
prefer a hat a little larger than your normal size.

Circumference of head where hat brim sits:
Inches:  211/8 211/2 217/8 221/4 225/8 23 231/2 237/8 241/4 245/8 25 251/2
Hat Size: 63/4 67/8 7 71/8 71/4 73/8 71/2 75/8 73/4 77/8 8 81/8
Metric Size: 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65

Check the Fit When your hat arrives, check the fit before wearing to make sure you 
have ordered the correct size:
1.  The sweatband inside the hat should fit securely on the head without binding.
2.  For some in-between sizes, and for some head shapes, greater comfort may be at-
tained by placing felt pads inside the sweatband. Felt pads are enclosed with Akubra, 
Panama and unlined Filson Packer hats.
3.  The top of the crown should not be so low that it touches the top of your head and 
prevents the hat from coming down far enough to seat properly. If it does, with a leather 
or cloth hat you may need a smaller size. With an Akubra fur felt hat the top can be ad-
justed. Check the information sheet supplied with the hat.
If the hat does not fit, recheck your hat size, and exchange your hat for the correct size. 
Hats in unused condition with all tags can be returned within 90 days of purchase for 
exchange or full refund of product price.

Custom Akubra Hat Services Most customers will be delighted with the fit and shape 
of their Akubra, and will find our simple instructions for bashing an open crown hat 
straightforward and easy to follow. We do offer limited custom services for the Akubra 
hats we sell, including open crown shaping, long oval and crown adjustments. Conditions 
and restrictions apply to these special order services. Please call or check online at david-
morgan.com for more information.

If you are unsure of your hat size, or have non-standard shaping 
requests, we recommend you find a local hat retailer who can assist 
you with sizing and custom shaping. A listing of Akubra dealers in 
the US and Canada can be found at:

akubra-usa.com
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#869 Chin Strap ....................................................................................$34
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

Hold on to your hat! Chin straps, 
known in cattle country as stampede 
strings, ensure against loss of your hat in 
wind or brush. We offer two types of hand 
braided kangaroo leather chin straps, our 
own production. Our #869 Chin Strap 
has leather tabs for easy attachment to 
hats with chin strap hooks, such as most of 
the Akubras we sell. Our #870 Stampede 
String has cotter pins which can be slipped 
between the sweatband and body of hats 
without chin strap hooks, such as Akubra’s 
Heritage Collection and our Panamas. 
Instructions for attaching a chin strap or 
stampede string are included with pur-
chase and are available online.

#869 Chin Strap
#1613 Cattleman by Akubra in Brown

Hat Feathers We offer a packet of as-
sorted hat feathers for those who like to 
set their hats off with a feather. Each pack-
et includes 5 hat feathers. Sorry, no choice 
of style or color.
#1183 Hat Feathers ............................................................................$4

#870 Stampede String ............................................................$36
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

Detail showing 
leather tabs

Detail showing 
cotter pins
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#856 Six Plait Hat Band .........................................................$32
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA
Shown on the #1616 Coober Pedy by Akubra

#835 Two Tone Hat Band ................................................$45
Please state edge color — Natural Tan or Black 
Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

Shown on the #1613 Cattleman by Akubra

#853 Ten Plait Hat Band .....................................................$45
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA
Shown on the #1613 Cattleman by Akubra

#885 Double Round Hat Band ..............................$52
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA
Shown on the #1616 Coober Pedy by Akubra

Hat Accessories Fine quality braided 
kangaroo leather hat bands and chin straps 
add a special touch to your hat. These 
braided goods are our own production, 
hand crafted here in Bothell, Washington. 
They are available in Natural Tan or Black. 
The natural tan darkens with sunlight. 

^

#859 Ridge Braid Hat Band ..........................................$50
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA
Shown on the #1613 Cattleman by Akubra
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Jacaru Australia Jacaru products are built for the rugged Australian 
environment. From baking desert sun to tropical forests, Jacarus will de-
liver unmatchable strength with comfort and style. Made in Australia.

Kangaroo Hat This traditional Austra-
lian leather bush hat is made from kanga-
roo leather, creating a light but durable 
hat. The crushable crown is 41/4 inches at 
the front sloping to 31/2 inches in the back. 
3 strand hand plaited leather hat band. 
The curled brim is 21/2” on the sides, 3” 
front and back with 2 eyelets on each side. 
Unlined. Colors are Black or Heritage Rust. 
Made in Australia by Jacaru.
 #J1001 Kangaroo Hat..........................................................................................................................................................................$85

Sizes M (7 - 71/8), M/L(71/4), L(73/8 - 71/2), XL (75/8 - 73/4), XXL (77/8)
Please state size and color

Driver’s Cap This classic driver’s cap is made 
from durable kangaroo leather. The soft and 
supple leather ensures a comfortable fit. Cotton 
lined, with cotton sweatband. Colors are Black or 
Tan. Made in Australia by Jacaru.
 #J2500 Driver’s Cap ................................................................................................................................................................................$85

Sizes M (7 - 71/8), M/L(71/4), L(73/8 - 71/2), XL (75/8 - 73/4), XXL (77/8)
Please state size and color

Care of leather hats:  Leather hats are durable and long lasting. Leather will shrink if 
heated so never dry a wet hat with heat. As with any hat, we suggest storing it on a hat 
stretcher (page 14) to best maintain the size. A light coating of Pecard Leather Dressing 
(page 81) every six months will help maintain the fine appearance of your leather hat.

Nomad Storeable and stowable, the 
Nomad, made from oiled cowhide leath-
er, folds for easy carrying. Simply use the 
included travel bag when needed. The 
bound brim is 23/4 inches in the front, 3 
inches in the back and 23/4 inches on the 
side. The crown is 31/2 inches at the front 
sloping to 31/4 inches in the back. The ad-
justable leather chinstrap can be tucked 

inside the crown when not in use. The cloth sweatband is elasticized for a secure fit. Three 
strand leather hat band. 2 eyelets per side for ventilation. The oiled cowhide is water 
resistant. Unlined. Color is Brown. Made in Australia by Jacaru.
 #J1124 Nomad Hat ..................................................................................................................................................................................$75

Sizes M (7 - 71/8), M/L(71/4), L(73/8 - 71/2), XL (75/8 - 73/4), XXL (77/8)
Please state size
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Cool As A Breeze Mesh Hat Made with a light can-
vas and a mesh crown, this hat offers protection and 
comfort in the hottest weather.  The brim and crown 
top are composed of tough canvas. The flexible mesh 
crown allows you to stow the hat in the tightest spots. 
The brim is bound with brown trim. A braided brown 
leather band matches the trim around the brim. An 
adjustable cotton stampede string wraps around the 
crown and passes through two grommeted holes in the 
brim. Fabric sweatband. Reinforced brim with flexible 
wire. The brim is 31/4 inches on the front and back, 3 
inches on the sides. The crown is 4 inches at the front, 
sloping down to 31/2 inches at the back. Colors are Brown or Tan. Made in Australia.
 #7125 Cool as a Breeze Mesh Hat ............................................................................................................................$44

Sizes M (7 - 71/8), L (71/4 - 73/8), XL (71/2 - 75/8), XXL (73/4 - 77/8)
Please state size and color

BC Hats  BC Hats was founded by Bill 
Conner, who created Australia’s original 
leather hat with a shapeable brim in 1969. 
His unique construction method and use 
of light weight leather revolutionized the 
Australian hat industry. For over forty 
years, BC Hats has created quality hats 
with innovative designs. These hats are 
handcrafted in Byron Bay,  Australia.

Crocodile BC Hat This fine leather 
hat is trimmed with a genuine crocodile 
leather band. The hat leather is steer hide. 
The crocodile leather band is cut from the 
backs of saltwater crocodiles farm-raised 
in Australia. Six crocodile teeth are set 
along the center of the strip. Two air vents 

are grommeted on each side. Crown is 31/2 inches at the front, dropping to 31/4 inches on 
the back. The leather bound brim contains a wire to shape the brim of the hat to your 
unique style. Colors are Black or Brown. Made in Australia.
 #6402 Crocodile BC Hat .......................................................................................................................................................... $124

Sizes M (7 - 71/8), L (71/4 - 73/8), XL (71/2 - 75/8), XXL (73/4 - 77/8)
Please state size and color

The crocodile leather and teeth are obtained from 
government approved farms with management 
programs to ensure the growth of this unique spe-
cies. See page 69 for more crocodile products.
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Tilley Tec-Wool Hat This wool 
hat uses C_Change™ technology 
to keep you warm and comfort-
able all winter long. C_Change™ is 
a waterproof and windproof ma-
terial that permits water vapor to 
escape when the temperature ris-
es but closes to trap in heat when 
the temperature falls. Tucked 
away ear warmers are ready to 
pull out for cold days. Made of a 
wool blend with a C_Change™ laminate. The lining is a quilted Hydrofil®. The brim is 23/4 
inches on the front and back and 2 inches on the sides. The crown is 4 inches in the front 
and back and 41/4 inches on the sides. Ornamental wool hat band sewn in with a leather 
loop on the side. Inside is a size equalization velcro strip that allows a minor size adjust-
ment when the ear warmer is in use or not in use. Colors are Black or Brown. Made in 
Canada by Tilley Endurables.
 #4009 Tilley Tec-Wool Hat .....................................................................................................................................................$94

Sizes 7 through 8
Please state size and color

Tilley Ivy Cap This stylish 100% Merino 
wool cap with a water-repellent finish is de-
signed to be worn by both men and women. 
There are internal adjustable tabs to ensure 
a comfortable fit. It has discreet tuckaway 
ear warmers for the coldest days and a quilt-
ed Hydrofil® polyester lining. There is a secu-
rity pocket secured by Velcro in the crown in 

which a key, credit card or cash can be stowed. The cap is crushable and packable. Colors 
are Brown Mix or Charcoal. Made in Canada by Tilley Endurables.
 #4006 Tilley Ivy Cap .............................................................................................................................................................................$72

Sizes S(67/8 - 7), M(71/8 - 71/4), L(73/8 - 71/2),  XL (75/8 - 73/4), XXL (77/8 - 8)
Please state size and color

Tilley Pub Cap Keep your head warm and 
in style with this 100% wool pub cap. The fabric 
is treated to resist snow and rain. The Hydrofil® 
lining wicks moisture away. Use the tuckaway 
ear warmers for extra-cold days. There is a se-
cret pocket in the crown large enough to hold 
a credit card or cash. Color is Charcoal. Made 
in Canada by Tilley Endurables.
 #4011 Tilley Pub Cap .........................................................................................................................................................................$75

Sizes S(67/8 - 7), M(71/8 - 71/4), L(73/8 - 71/2),  XL (75/8 - 73/4),
Please state size
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Tilley Endurables the Canadian com-
pany long recognized as the maker of 
high quality outdoor hats, started in 1980 
when Alex Tilley wanted a good hat for 
sailing and couldn’t find one, and decided 
to make one himself. He spared no effort, 
sought advice from a milliner, sailmaker 
and hat maker, and, as he says “got it right”. 
Only afterwards, when he saw that he had 
an outstanding hat, did he decide to sell 
it through stores. The sale of the original 
hat, and expansion into a range of hats 
and travel ware, has benefited from Alex 
Tilley’s imagination and insistence on out-
standing quality.

#4004 Tilley Hemp Hat ........................................................$80
Sizes Sizes 67/8 through 8

Color Mocha

Hemp fabric
31/2” brim front and back,

21/2” brim at sides
Hydrofil® sweatband

Adjustable ties, secret pocket in crown
Made in Canada by Tilley Endurables

Tilley’s hemp fabric has a linen-like ap-
pearance and feel, and is resistant to mold, 
mildew, and to salt water. The fabric makes 
up into a truly high performance hat. 

#4002Tilley Airflo Hat ............................................................$75
Sizes Sizes 67/8 through 8

Colors Natural, Khaki

Nylamtium fabric with polyester mesh
31/2” brim front and back,

21/2” brim at sides
Hydrofil® sweatband

Adjustable ties, secret pocket in crown
Made in Canada by Tilley Endurables

Nylamtium fabric is a strong water and 
mildew resistant nylon that provides light-
weight protection from the sun, blocks UV 
rays and repels rain.

#946 Tilley Money Belt  ........................................................$67
Belt sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48

Colors Black, Brown
Waxed napa cowhide

11/4 inches wide
14 inch bill section with zipper

Made in Canada by Tilley Endurables 

The Tilley money belt has a unique design 
that gives it a spacious bill section. The 
leather of the belt is sewn on one side 
only, so not reducing the inside width by 
the sewing. The bill section is 14 inches 
long, with a split ring inside to secure a 
key. The brass buckle is sewn in place.
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Driza-Bone is an Australian icon in riding coats, much as Akubra is in hats, recognized 
not only in Australia but also throughout the world for quality, practicality and the Austra-
lian flair. The name Driza-Bone (Stryne for "Dry as a Bone") was registered in 1933, around 
the time the waxed cotton cloth was developed in Britain to replace the old cloth coated 
with linseed oil. We are pleased to offer the Driza-Bone Classic Riding Coats, made in 
Australia from heavyweight 100% cotton cloth woven in India and proofed in Australia.

Heavyweight Classic Riding Coat This coat, 
made from the best quality heavyweight 
waxed cotton, has all the traditional features 
of the Australian riding coat. It features a 
shoulder cape with straps, storm front and 
collar, leg straps, fantail back, adjustable cuffs 
and sleeve reinforcements. There are snaps 
at the back of the collar for attachment of a 
hood. There are two outside patch pockets 
with handwarmer pockets underneath and 
a three-quarter cotton lining with a poach-
er's pocket. Sizing is generous throughout. 
Length of the size large (42/44) is 54 inches. 
Colors are Brown or Black. Made in Australia.
#2778 Driza-Bone Classic Long Coat ............$260

Sizes S(34/36), M(38/40), L(42/44), XL(46/48), 
XXL(50/52)

Please state size and color

Driza-Bone Hood This hood can be snapped onto the Riding 
Coat or Short Coat. Heavyweight waxed cotton,  lined with cot-
ton. Slightly peaked in front, it can be pulled snugly round the face 
with a draw string. Colors are Brown or Black. Made in Australia.
#2781 Driza-Bone Detachable Hood ...............................................................................................$45

Please state color
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#2783 Brumby Coat................................................................$230
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL — Color Brown

Heavyweight waxed cotton
Flannel lined, corduroy collar 

Made in Australia by Driza-Bone
Named after Australia’s wild horses, this 
shorter bomber style jacket is a great 
choice for everyday wear. Back length of 
a size L(42/44) is 281/2 inches.

#2780 Belltrees Riding Vest ...................................$190
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL — Color Brown

Heavyweight waxed cotton
Zip closure with storm flap

Two handwarmers, two cargo pockets
One cell phone pocket

Flannel lined, corduroy collar
Made in Australia by Driza-Bone

This vest is a practical and comfortable 
garment. Back length of a size L(42/44) 
is 271/2 inches, 11/2 inches longer than the 
front to provide extra protection.

#2779 Classic Short Coat .............................................$230
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL — Colors Brown, Black

Heavyweight waxed cotton
Made in Australia by Driza-Bone

This shorter length Driza-Bone has the 
same features as the full length riding coat 
but no leg straps and a 3 inch slit in place 
of the fantail back.

Driza-Bone Oilskin Reproofer This 
reproofing compound is formulated to 
suit the Driza-Bone fabrics, but may be 
used with any waxed cotton. Use spar-
ingly and warm, and work in well for best 
results. 400 grams (about 14 oz.). Made in 
Australia.
#2771 Oilskin Reproofer, 400 grams.......$32

Driza-Bone Care Waxed cotton should 
never be washed with soap or detergent, 
nor dry cleaned. Rinse off dirt with cool 
water, or lightly brush off dry dirt. Rewax 
occasionally with reproofing compound 
such as Driza-Bone Oilskin Reproofer, all 
over every year or two, more frequently 
on areas of wear, such as cuffs or sleeves.
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Devold Marine Sweater Seamen 
around the North Sea face harsh weather 
— cold, wet and windy. In Norway, as in 
Britain and France, they depend on wool 
garments to keep warm. Devold produces 
the premier seaman’s sweater in Norway, 
the traditional Blaatroie® – blue sweater 
– of the North Sea, worn as an outer gar-
ment during moderate weather or under 
an oilskin during harsh conditions. It has 
an extremely tight knit with a fine worsted 
yarn, to provide good protection against 
wind and rain. It has a flat surface, includ-
ing hemmed cuffs and waist, to counter 
snagging under work conditions, and hard 
use tends to polish the surface rather than 
abrade it. This zippered turtleneck is a 
great choice for outdoor use in change-
able weather, for work requiring warmth 
without bulk, or just when you want a 
sweater with the classic qualities derived 
from a long work tradition. Back length of 
a size L(42) is 261/2 inches, weight is about 

1 lb. 14 oz. Color is Navy Blue. Pure new wool. Hand washable. Made in Norway.
 #1951 Devold Marine Sweater, Zip Turtleneck...................................................................... $219

Sizes S(36/38), M(40), L(42), XL(44), XXL(46)
Please state size

Devold has been producing woolen 
knitwear of exceptional quality since 
1853. Norway has that cold damp climate 
which calls for woolen clothing, and a long 
tradition of raising sheep and knitting 
wool. Devold has a well-earned reputa-
tion in Norway as the premier maker of 
woolen knitwear.

Care of Devold Woolens Hand wash 
in cold water then dry flat. Do not tum-
ble dry, as the heat will shrink the wool.  
An easy way to remove excess moisture 
before drying is to roll the sweater in a 
dry towel, squeeze gently then lay out 
flat on a drying rack or surface. Alterna-
tively, the woolens can be dry cleaned.

#1956 Devold Marine Sweater, 
                  Crew Neck ................................................................$196

Sizes S(36/38), M(40), L(42), XL(44), XXL(46)
Color Navy

Pure New Wool
Weighs about 1 pound 14 ounces

Made in Norway by Devold
Same features as the #1951 Marine Sweat-
er, but with a crew neck.
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Thermo Jacket The Devold Thermo 
Jacket is perfect for crisp and cool days, 
but  also works as a layer when the weath-
er gets even colder. The 100% Merino 
wool used in most of the garment is mid-
weight at 14 ounces. The gusseted sides 
are a lighter weight wool which allows for 
flexibility. A drawstring waist keeps the 
warmth in. Extra long sleeves can be rolled 
down to cover the wrists and palm with a 
thumb hole to hold down the sleeve. Two 
zippered patch pockets with a zippered 
chest pocket. Two interior patch pock-
ets. Contoured hem.  Back length of a size 
Large (42) is 291/2 inches, weight is about 
1 lb. 10 oz. Color is Black. Virgin Merino 
wool. Hand washable. Made in Norway.
 #1965 Thermo Jacket...................................................................................................................................................................... $239

Sizes S(36/38), M(40), L(42), XL(44), XXL(46)
Please state size

Islender Sweater The Islender was the 
sweater of choice of the Arctic and Ant-
arctic explorers in the early 1900’s. The 
bulky knit sweater fits on the body, but 
by virtue of the elasticity of the wool and 
the give in the knitted fabric, is not at all 
constraining. Made from pure new wool, 
with a crew neck, ribbed cuffs and waist. 
Back length of a size L(42) is 27 inches. The 
weight is about 1 lb. 14 oz., with a bulky 
knit. Color is Natural White with Anthra-
cite (charcoal) patterning. Hand washable. 
Made in Norway.

 #1952 Islender Sweater ............................................................................................................................................................ $240
Sizes S(36/38), M(40), L(42), XL(44), XXL(46)

Please state size
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Lothlorian Possum/Merino Woolens Lothlorian is a New Zealand company offering a 
range of possum/Merino woolens, designed and crafted in their specialized knitting plant 
located on the outskirts of Auckland. The blended yarn is 40% New Zealand possum fur, 
50% Merino wool and 10% nylon to stablize and strengthen the yarn. The unique soft 
pointed ends and hollow core of possum fur provide an extremely light, soft and luxuri-
ous fibre. State of the art knitting technology is used to create garments with few seams 
and a natural, comfortable fit with excellent draping characteristics. The resulting woolens 
are extremely lightweight, warm and elegant.

Women’s Possum Cardigan This ele-
gant 8 button cardigan is knitted in a plain 
knit with doubled neckband, hem and 
cuffs. The back length of a size M(36) is 24 
inches. The cardigan is knitted in a blend-
ed yarn of 40% possum fur, 50% Merino 
wool and 10% nylon. Color is Natural. 
Machine wash cold (gentle cycle), dry flat. 
Made in New Zealand.
#L9937 Women’s Possum Cardigan .............$200

Sizes S(32/34), M(36), L(38), XL(40/42)
Please state size

Men’s V-Neck Rib Sweater This sweat-
er is a standard V-neck with vertical ribs. 
The neckband, hem and cuffs are ribbed. 
The back length of a size M(38) is 26 inch-
es. 40% possum fur, 50% Merino wool, 
10% nylon. Colors are Natural or Char-
coal. Machine wash cold (gentle cycle), 
dry flat. Made in New Zealand.
#L9960 Men’s Possum Sweater ........................$210

Sizes S(36), M(38), L(40/42), XL(44)
Please state size and color

New Zealand Possums The Australian possum, a small arboreal marsupial, was intro-
duced to New Zealand by European settlers in the late 1800’s. Possums soon escaped 
and, with no natural predators, quickly multiplied to their current population of around 
80 million. The possums cause enormous ecological damage to plant and bird life in the 
native forests, threatening survival of native species including the kiwi. Humane harvesting 
of possums for their fur is one part of New Zealand’s efforts to eradicate the Australian 
possum and preserve native environments. 
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Possum Blanket This lightweight, warm 
blanket is knitted from a blended yarn of 40% 
possum fur, 50% Merino wool and 10% nylon. 
The blanket is a generous 180 cm x 140 cm 
(55x70 inches) yet weighs less than 20 ounc-
es. Color is Black/Natural. Machine wash cold 
(gentle cycle), dry flat. Made in New Zealand.
#L9998 Possum Blanket....................................................................$290

Possum Accesssories The possum fur fibres in these accessories create a yarn so light 
you won’t notice the weight. The knitted scarf and watch cap are double layered for addi-
tional warmth. The scarf is 7 inches wide by 58 inches long, with additional 4 inch fringes on 
both ends. 40% possum fur, 50% Merino wool, 10% nylon. Colors are Natural or Charcoal. 
Machine wash cold (gentle cycle), dry flat. One size fits most. Made in New Zealand.
 #L9905 Possum Scarf ...........................................................................................................................................................................$60
 #L9903 Possum Beanie ....................................................................................................................................................................$36

Please state color

Possum Gloves The gloves are knitted without seams for 
greater comfort and have a 13/4 inch ribbed cuff. 40% possum fur, 
50% Merino wool, 10% nylon. Colors are Natural or Charcoal. 
Machine wash cold (gentle cycle), dry flat. Made in New Zealand.
#L9901 Possum Gloves ............................................................................................................................................$21
#L9924 Open Finger Possum Gloves .........................................................................................$20

Sizes S(7-71/2), M(8-81/2), L(9-91/2)
Please state size and color
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Qiviut – The Wonder-Wool from the Arctic Qiviut (pronounced “kiv-ee-ute”) is the 
warm, soft under-fur of the musk ox, the warmest, softest wool known. The qiviut we of-
fer here is handknitted into scarves and caps by the Eskimo women of the Oomingmak 
Musk Ox Producers’ Co-operative in Alaska. Supply of these marvelous goods became 
a possibility only when John Teal in 1964 started the Musk Ox Project to bring together 
re-establishment of the musk ox in Alaska and relief from abject poverty for the Eskimo in 
the outlying coastal villages. A domestic herd of musk oxen was established, from which 
the qiviut could be combed each spring for spinning into yarn. Today knitting qiviut is a 
culture-friendly source of cash income for the coastal villagers, supplying a unique prod-
uct from a growing arctic resource. We at David Morgan are pleased to be selected as the 
first of the mail order companies in the lower forty-eight states to be able to offer this 
outstanding product.

Qiviut Smoke Ring The Qiviut Smoke 
Ring is a seamless cylinder of lacy knitted 
qiviut yarn. It may be worn just around 
the neck or around the neck and drawn 
up over the head as a hood. The name 
Smoke Ring was chosen for this innovative 
accessory since the qiviut is so soft and 
comfortable it is hardly noticeable except 
for its warmth. The Smoke Ring is elegant, 
but so practical it will become your first 
choice for everyday use in cold weather. It 
is about 18” tall and 24” in circumference. 
The color is the natural brown. Hand wash, 
dry flat. Made in USA.
#2101 Qiviut Smoke Ring ..........................................$175

Qiviut Care  Unlike most wools, qiviut is not 
scratchy and will not shrink in any temperature of 
water. Hand wash in any mild detergent and dry 
flat for years of use and enjoyment.

Qiviut Headband This headband is 
80% qiviut and 20% silk. The mixture has 
greater elasticity than 100% qiviut, yet still 
provides a soft, luxurious yarn. Some of 
the yarn is bleached to an off-white, con-
trasting with the natural brown through-
out the knitted pattern. The band is ap-
proximately 4 inches wide. Fits head sizes 
up to about 73/4 comfortably. Hand wash, 
dry flat. Made in USA.
#2104 Qiviut Headband ........................................................................$150
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Nightmute The knitted pattern in the 
Smoke Ring, Scarf and Stole is the Night-
mute pattern, derived from a traditional 
design on parka trim.

#2102 Qiviut Scarf ..................................................................................................$245
12” wide, 48” long

#2105 Qiviut Stole ....................................................................$375
18” wide, 48” long

#2103 Qiviut Cap ......................................................................................................$170
Fits head sizes up to about 75/8 comfortably.

#G281E Holly Earrings .........................................................................................$68
Sterling silver with red jade berries

Made in Alaska by Judie Gumm

#G181P Holly Pin .............................................................................................................$75
Sterling silver with red jade berries

Made in Alaska by Judie Gumm
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Bills Khakis Bill Thomas set up in 1985 to make khakis in the World War II army pattern 
when he could no longer obtain them in army surplus stores. He still makes them to the 
original World War II patterns, to give the same comfort and durability. The khakis are 
well constructed, nothing skimped, no corners cut, and your next pair will be the same as 
your last. Your Bills will quickly become your favorite trousers.
The 8.5 oz. twill is 100% cotton, American made, professionally pre-washed to stabilize 
sizing and improve comfort. The khakis have horn buttons, brass zipper, and deep drill 
cloth pockets. The side pockets are 14 inches deep, the back pockets 61/2 inches deep. 
The left back pocket is buttoned. There is a 31/2 inch deep watch pocket. The reinforced 
belt loops are 13/4 inches wide.

Bills Khakis, Model 1 The Model 1 
khakis are very roomy, as common army 
issue. It is full cut, with a long rise, 113/4 
inches for size 34, full seat and roomy leg. 
On a size 34 the circumference at the knee 
is 23 inches, at the bottom 19 inches. This 
style tends to be worn a little higher on 
the waist. Plain front. Legs are unfinished* 
at about 39 inches. Pre-washed 100% cot-
ton. Machine wash, tumble dry (low heat). 
Color is Khaki. Made in USA.
#3130 Bills Khakis Model 1, ...................................$115
Waist sizes 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 42

Please state size

Bills Khakis, Model 2 The Bills Khakis, 
Model 2 have a somewhat trimmer cut 
than Model 1, but still full with about one 
inch less through the rise, seat and leg. 
Plain front. Legs are unfinished* at about 
39 inches. Pre-washed 100% cotton. Ma-
chine wash, tumble dry (low heat). Color 
is Khaki. Made in USA.
#3131 Bills Khakis Model 2 ......................................$115
Waist sizes 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 42

Please state size

Care of Bills: Bills Khakis and Jeans may be maintained in different ways. For the crum-
pled look, machine wash, tumble dry. For the customary neat and tidy appearance, iron 
as well. For the ultimate crisp clean look, have them commercially laundered and starched.

* Our price includes a $10 credit toward 
your cost to hem these pants.
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#2752 Hickory Shirt .....................................................................$32
Sizes M(38/40), L(42/44), XL(46/48)

Color White and Navy Stripes

100% cotton, tightly woven
Two flapped chest pockets, button cuffs

Yoke back, rounded tails
Machine wash, tumble dry
Made in USA by Ben Davis

#3129 Bills 5 Pocket Denim Jeans ...............$125
Waist sizes 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 42

Inseams 30, 32, 34

13 ounce 100% cotton denim
Classic five pocket style
Zip fly, studded pockets

Finished legs
Machine wash, tumble dry (low)

Made in USA by Bills Khakis
These jeans are heavier than most for 
greater durability. Bills Jeans, like all Bills 
Khakis, are cut and sewn in the USA.

#F60015 Filson Packer Hat .............................................$49
#F60016 Insulated Packer Hat ...............................$60

Sizes S (63/4 - 67/8), M (7 - 71/8), L (71/4 - 73/8), 
XL (71/2 - 75/8), XXL (73/4 - 77/8)

Color Dark Tan

Oil finish Tin Cloth (100% cotton)
21/4” stitched brim
Cloth sweatband

Made in USA by Filson
This jaunty pinch-front hat is made by Fil-
son in the USA. The Packer hat is also avail-
able with an insulated crown and Forest 
Green Mackinaw wool earflaps.

#3128 Chambray Shirt ......................................................$135
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL — Color Chambray Blue

100% cotton chambray
Button-down collar, button cuffs

Yoke back, rounded tails
Machine wash, tumble dry

Made in USA by Bills Khakis
Worn traditionally by laborers, the Cham-
bray shirt gave us the term “blue collar”. 
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Filson Mackinaw Wools are the finest available for durability and appearance. They 
are loomed to Filson’s own specifications, using only 100% pure virgin wool from hardy 
sheep with thick sturdy fibers. 
The woven fabric is fulled (worked in hot water) to form a firm, dense felted fabric. During 
the fulling, the fibers of the wool are caused to move together and interlock, thus increas-
ing the strength and density of the fabric. This fulling reduces the width of the cloth from 
84 inches (when woven) to 60 inches (after fulling). The resulting fabric is more resistant 
to wind and rain. The Filson Mackinaw wool garments provide outstanding protection 
from the weather — the wool will absorb 30% of its weight in moisture without becoming 
damp or clammy, and will retain body heat even if you become thoroughly soaked.

Mackinaw Wool Colors are (left to 
right) Charcoal, Forest Green, Gray/
Black Check, Brown, Red/Black Check, 
Navy, Gray and Black (not shown.) 
Please see item descriptions for the 
colors available in a specific style.

Mackinaw Cruiser The Filson Macki-
naw Cruiser is a quality cold-weather 
jacket for all-round reliable protection. 
The material is an exceptional 24-26 oz. 
Mackinaw wool cloth, warm and durable. 
There are four front cargo pockets, hand-
warmer pockets behind the lower cargo 
pockets, and a pocket for pencils on the 
outside of the top left pocket. There is an 
inside breast pocket. The back is double, 
with side entries to provide a large carry-
ing pocket between the two layers. The 
back length of a size 44 Mackinaw Cruiser 
is 31 inches. Colors are Black, Charcoal, 
Forest Green, Red/Black Check (all sizes), 
Brown, Navy, or Gray/Black Check (no 52, 
54). Dry clean only. Made in USA.

 #F110  Mackinaw Cruiser ....................................................................................................................................................... $290
Sizes 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

Please state size and color

Filson was established in Seattle in 1897 to supply clothing for the Alaska gold rush. As 
their place in the market they chose to supply the best quality available, and did so suc-
cessfully. From the prospectors and miners their sales soon extended to the construction 
workers and loggers throughout Alaska and the Pacific Northwest. Today Filson, recog-
nized for its comfort, protection, and durability, is acknowledged as the finest outdoor 
clothing available throughout the world.
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#F024 Western Wool Vest .........................................$135
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colors Charcoal, Gray, Brown, Forest Green

100% Mackinaw Wool (24-26 oz.)
Made in USA by Filson

This vest, made from Filson’s Mackinaw 
wool, is in the traditional western style 
with a notched lapel, four welted pockets 
and a button closure.

#F083 Double Mackinaw Cruiser ................$350
Sizes 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

Colors Charcoal, Forest Green, Red/Black Check

100% Mackinaw Wool (24 oz.)
One piece cape over shoulders and arms

Doubled back with Cruiser pocket
Two handwarmer, four cargo pockets

Made in USA by Filson
The Double Mackinaw Cruiser is the heavy 
duty coat for the harshest weather.

#F020 Mackinaw Wool Vest ...................................$115
Sizes 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54
Colors Black, Charcoal, Forest Green, 

Red/Black Check, Gray,
Brown, Navy, Gray/Black Check (no 52, 54)

100% Mackinaw Wool (24-26 oz.)
Two handwarmer Pockets, Utility Pocket

Filson’s classic vest, also available in Extra 
Long (11/2 inches longer). Made in USA.
#F020XL Extra Long Wool Vest .......................$125

Sizes 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50
Colors Black, Charcoal, Forest Green

#F60040 Filson Mackinaw Cap ..............................$48
Sizes S (63/4 - 67/8), M (7 - 71/8), L (71/4 - 73/8), 

XL (71/2 - 75/8), XXL (73/4 - 77/8)
Colors Black, Charcoal, Forest Green,  

Red/Black Check

100% Mackinaw Wool (24 oz.)
Concealed Mackinaw wool earflaps

23/8” bill
Insulated crown, fully lined

Made in USA by Filson
This cap has been a Filson favorite for 
many years. The earflaps can be tucked 
into the crown when not needed.
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Whipcord Weekender Jacket The 
Whipcord Weekender is an exceptionally 
comfortable casual jacket with a roomy 
cut through the shoulders and body. A 
two-way brass zipper is covered with a 
snapped storm flap. There are two cargo 
pockets overlying two handwarmer pock-
ets and one upper chest zippered secu-
rity pocket. Adjustable cuffs. Unlined. 
Back length of a size Large is 32”. Pure new 
wool. Dry clean only. Colors are Forest 
Green or Dark Gray. Made in USA.
#F10037 Whipcord 
 Weekender Jacket ..............................................................$300
Sizes S(38), M(40/42), L(44), XL(46), XXL(48/50)

Please state size and color

Alaskan Guide Shirts Filson's Alaskan Guide Shirts are made from a 7 ounce pure cot-
ton brushed twill. It is a firmly woven substantial fabric which will cut the chilly winds and 
daunt the Alaskan mosquitoes. The plaid patterns are in the Filson tradition. These are 
comfortable long wearing shirts which will stand up well in hard use.

Alaskan Guide Shirt Colors are (left to right) 
Hunter Green, Burgundy, Navy, Cream//Black, 
Red/Black, Green/Black (no Extra Long), Camel/
Black and Blue/Black Check (no Extra Long).

Men’s Alaskan Guide Shirt The men’s 
shirt is full cut, with two large chest pockets 
with button flaps and ample tails. The long 
sleeves have adjustable cuffs. Straight col-
lar. 100% cotton. Machine washable. Allow 
3-5% shrinkage. Imported.
#F12006 Alaskan Guide Shirt ...........................................$85

Sizes S(38), M(40/42), L(44), XL(46), XXL(48/50)
Please state size and color

The Alaskan Guide Shirt is available in Extra 
Long, 11/2 inches longer in body and sleeves. 
#F12007 XL Alaskan Guide Shirt ...............................$90

Sizes  L(44), XL(46), XXL(48/50)
Please state size and color
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Whipcord Filson's wool whipcord is a 
17 ounce pure wool worsted cloth, tightly 
woven with a hard, diagonally ribbed out-
er surface and smooth inner surface. The 
whipcord is tough and long wearing, wind 
resistant, wrinkle resistant and water re-
pellent. It offers outstanding comfort and 
protection over a wide range of tempera-
ture and weather conditions. Whipcord is 
the fabric preferred by many serious hik-
ers and trekkers. 

#F180 Filson Whipcord Pants ............................$195
Sizes 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48

Colors Dark Gray, Forest Green

Pure New Wool
Five pockets, button waist, zip fly

Unfinished legs (37”)*
Dry Clean Only

Made in USA by Filson
Filson’s whipcord and classic styling make 
these pants our choice for hiking.

#F10047 Wool Jac-Shirt ..................................................$175
Sizes 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50

Colors:  Camel, Gray, Navy

100% pure worsted wool (18 oz.)
Two chest pockets, adjustable cuffs

Made in USA by Filson
The Jac-Shirt may be used as a heavy shirt 
or a lightweight casual jacket, just as com-
fortable to wear as it appears.

#F10064 Whipcord Western Vest ............$200
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL

Color Dark Gray

100% Pure New Wool  
Four pockets and a notched collar

Made in USA by Filson
Ths traditional western style vest is made 
from Filson’s wool whipcord with a 9 oz. 
100% merino wool lining.

* Our price includes a $10 credit toward 
your cost to hem these pants.

More Filson Online
Visit us at davidmorgan.com for more Filson 
clothing and accessories.
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Weekender Coat This is a basic coat 
for everyday use, water repellant and 
wind resistant, made from Filson’s waxed 
cotton Cover Cloth. There are two snap 
pockets with moleskin lined handwarmer 
pockets beneath, one vertical zip pocket 
on the chest and one interior security 
pocket. A storm flap snaps over the two-
way zipper and there is an adjustable 
drawcord at the waist to seal out the cold. 
Adjustable elastic snap cuffs. The collar is 
moleskin. Cotton lined. The back length of 
a size L(44) coat is 311/4 inches.  This jacket 
accommodates Filson’s zip-in liners (page 
37) and hood (not shown.) Colors are Ot-
ter Green and Brown. Do not wash or dry 
clean. Made in USA. 
#F1442N Weekender Coat ..................................... $275
Sizes S(38), M(40/42), L(44), XL(46), XXL(48/50)

Please state size and color
#F1435H Cover Cloth Hood .....................................$54

Please state color

Bomber Jacket Filson’s Bomber Jacket 
is a convenient all-round jacket, ideal 
if you are in and out of a car or truck all 
day, or if you are doing strenuous work. 
Made from Filson’s oil finish 6 oz. waxed 
cotton Cover Cloth, it has a zip front with 
storm flap and a knitted cuff on the sleeve. 
The storm flap has a snap closure top and 
bottom and there is an adjustable draw-
cord to seal out the wind. There are two 
flapped pockets and a zippered chest 
pocket on the outside, and a zippered 
lower inside security pocket. This jacket 
will accommodate Filson’s zippered liners 
and hood (sold separately.) Cotton lined. 
The back length of a size L(44) is about 27 
inches. Colors are Otter Green and Brown. 
Do not wash or dry clean. Made in USA. 
Cloth imported from Britain.
 #F1493N Bomber Jacket.......................................................................................................................................................... $225

Sizes S(38), M(40/42), L(44), XL(46), XXL(48/50)
Please state size and color
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Filson Oil Finish Garments are offered 
in three distinctive 100% cotton materi-
als. The 12.5 oz. Tin Cloth is the tough-
est. Extremely heavyweight and abrasion 
resistent, it is the most durable cloth Fil-
son makes. The midweight 8.5 oz. Shelter 
Cloth provides great protection against 
rain and wind with greater flexibility than 
the Tin Cloth. The 6 oz. Cover Cloth is very 
densely woven from two-ply yarns, creat-
ing an extremely supple, water and wind 
repellent material suitable for casual use.

Care of Oil Finish Garments: Lightly 
brush soiled areas with cool water, wipe or 
brush clean. Garments can be reproofed 
with a paste wax com-
pound, such as the Filson 
Wax. Do not launder with 
soap or detergent, or dry 
clean.

#F061N Tin Cloth Packer Coat .........................$300
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL — Color Dark Tan

Filson’s Oil Finish Tin Cloth
Two way zip closure with storm flap

One piece cape over shoulders
Small back gusset for comfort when riding

Back length (size L) 321/2 inches
Accomodates Filson liners
Do not wash or dry clean

Made in USA by Filson
The Filson Packer is the preferred work 
coat of many packers and ranchers.

#F001 Filson Wax (33/4 fluid ounces) ..............$9

#F121 Wool Vest/Liner .....................................................$128
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

Colors: Brown, Charcoal, Forest Green, Navy
#F122 Wool Jacket/Liner ..............................................$170

Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colors: Charcoal, Forest Green, Navy
100% Mackinaw Wool (24 oz.)

Made in USA by Filson
This heavyweight wool Vest/Liner (shown) 
and Jacket/Liner (not shown) are made 
from the same Mackinaw wool used in Fil-
son’s Double Mackinaw Cruser. 

#F067 Double Tin Pants, Oil Finish .........$140
Sizes 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48

Filson’s oil finish 100% cotton Tin Cloth
Five pockets, back pockets with flaps

Steel button waist and fly
Unfinished legs (34”)*

Do not wash or dry clean
Made in USA by Filson

Filson’s Double Tin Pants are built for ut-
most durability, with two layers of fabric 
from the waist to below the knee.
* Our price includes a $10 credit toward 

your cost to hem these pants.
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Stanfield's Ltd. Stanfield's is a long established woolen mill, founded in 1856 in Prince 
Edward Island and later moved to Nova Scotia. They specialize in underwear and ob-
tained a boost in sales with the Yukon gold rush and the Trail of '98. Today they still 
manufacture many of the same items.

 The long sleeve placket top features a double front, inset 
shoulders, a three button closure and ribbed cuffs. Back 
length of a size L(42/44) is 31 inches. The drawers have a 
double seat, an elastic waist band, and leg gussets give 
thighs extra room for proper fit. They are ankle length 
and finished with ribbed cuffs. The union suit (not shown) 
has a full button front, inset shoulders, rib collar and cuffs, 
and a single button flap over seat. Color is a grey mix. Ma-
chine washable on gentle cycle. Made in Canada.
#1315 Heavy Weight 80/20 Top ...............................................................................$62

Sizes S(34/36), M(38/40), L(42/44), XL(46/48)

#1312 Heavy Weight 80/20 Drawers...............................................................$56
Waist sizes S(28/30), M(32/34), L(36/38), XL(40/42)

#1300 Heavy Weight 80/20 Union Suit ......................................................$98
Sizes S(34/36), M(38/40), L(42/44), XL(46/48)

 

Please state size

Authentic 80/20 
Heavy Weight Rib Knit Underwear 
Along with tin pants, the old loggers in 
the Pacific Northwest wore knitted wool 
underwear, unsurpassed for working in 
damp, cold conditions. This heavy rib knit 
is a blend of 80% wool, 20% nylon for 
easy care, absorbent comfort, warmth, 
and longer wear. A combination of white 
and black yarn gives the underwear its 
distinctive grey appearance. It is a popu-
lar choice with outdoorsmen, both work-
ers and sportsmen. All garments are gen-
erously sized and seams are flatlocked for 
extra wear.
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Filson Alaskan Long-Johns for Men
#F5179 Zip Neck Top ..........................................................$105
#F5180 Crew Neck Top ........................................................$85
#F5178 Bottoms ...................................................................................$85

Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colors: Navy, Green

100% worsted Merino Wool in a fine knit
Superwash wool — machine washable

Imported by Filson

#1681 Devold Hunting Socks ..................................$28
Sizes M, L

Color Hunter’s Green

80% Merino Wool, 18% Nylon, 2% Lycra
Sock length is 12 inches

Machine wash cool,  dry flat
Made in Norway by Devold

This sock, used by the Norwegian Army, is 
dense with a terry cloth stitch to give a soft 
inside layer and great cushioning.

#1964 Aquaduct Zip Polo ..........................................$109
Sizes S(36/38), M(40), L(42), XL(44), XXL(46)

Colors Navy, Gray

95% Merino wool, 5% nylon
Weighs about 12 ounces

Made in Norway by Devold
This versatile garment, tightly knitted in 
two layers, can be worn as an inner layer 
or lightweight sweater. The extra long 
sleeves have a thumb hole to enable cov-
ering of the wrists and palms.

#L9933 Possum House Socks ....................................$50
Sizes S, M, L — Color Natural

40% possum fur, 50% Merino wool, 10% nylon
Non-slip grips on sole
Sock length is 6 inches

Machine wash cold, dry flat
Made in New Zealand by Lothlorian

These house socks are soft and thick, pe-
fect for keeping your feet warm on cold 
evenings. The non-slip grips are shaped in 
the koru design.
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J.B. Field’s®  was founded in 1877 to make socks for the Canadian logging industry. As 
with several old-line Canadian companies, they prospered supplying the Hudson’s Bay 
Company with reliable, practical products, suited to the demanding conditions of Cana-
da’s extractive industries: logging, fishing, mining and farming. Today they are in the fore-
front in modern sock manufacture.

Sock Sizing  J.B. Field's wool socks and Arriva 
socks are made to stretch and adapt readily. If 
you are at the top of the range for a size, and 
your foot is wide, take the next size up. If you are 
at the bottom of the range for a size, and your 
foot is narrow, take the next size down.

 Men's Women's Numerical
Size Shoe Size Shoe Size Sock Size
M 4-8 5-9 9-10
L 8-12 9-13 10-13
XL 12-16  13-15

Sock Size Chart

Super Wool Hiker GX This is an all-season Merino 
wool hiking sock, and a reliable general purpose sock. It 
is a technical sock, fully designed to keep your feet com-
fortable - the right yarn in the right place, with the right 
knit. The sock is 74% Superwash Merino wool, 20% nylon 
and 6% spandex. The inside of the sock is 100% soft long-
staple Merino wool, the very best for comfort. There is a 
medium-density terry cushioning on the sole, a low density 
on the leg, and a high density protective cushioning on the 
back just above the heel. The arch is supported by span-
dex elastic, helping to ensure that the sock stays in place, a 
particular concern when worn with sandals. The outside of 
the sock is reinforced with nylon. Sock length is 10 inches. 
Color is Gray. Machine wash, tumble dry. Made in Canada.
 #2673 Super Wool Hiker GX...............................................................................................................................................$12
 #2673-3PR Super Wool Hiker 3 pair (all one size)  .............................................................$32

Please state size M(4-8), L(8-12), XL(12-16)

The details make J.B. Field’s 
socks exeptional. The Super 
Wool Hiker GX sock is shown 
turned inside out to give you 
an inside peak. All J.B. Field’s 
socks also feature Protect-
Guard®, an anti-microbial/anti-
odor treatment and Air-vent 
System® for natural removal of 
heat and moisture.

Double Cuff
comfort and grip

Medium Density 
Terry Cushion

Lace Guard
wear resistance

Reinforced Heel and Toe
wear resistance

High Density 
Terry Cushion

Low Density 
Terry Cushion

Arch Support
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#2670 Merino Casual Sock ...........................................$12
#2670-3PR  3 pair (all one size/color)...$32

Sizes M(4-8), L(8-12)  — Colors Black, Navy
96% Superwash Merino wool

4% nylon heel and toe reinforcement
Sock length is 10 inches

Machine wash, tumble dry
Made in Canada by J.B. Field’s

This sock is a casual sock for day-to-day 
comfort.

#2672 Vagden No-Ordinary Sock ................$11
#2672-3PR 3 pair (all one size/color).....$30

Sizes M(4-8),  L(8-12)   — Color Black
65% Merino wool, 32% nylon, 3% spandex

90% Merino, 10% nylon inside
Sock length is 12 inches

Machine wash, tumble dry
Made in Canada by J.B. Field’s

This sock was made for the Royal Cana-
dian Mounted Police, whose duties often 
keep them on their feet, and who require 
a dependable wool sock to keep their 
feet healthy at all times. 

#2676 Travel-Tec Sock ...........................................................$22
#2676-3PR  3 pair (all one size/color)...$59

Sizes M(4-8), L(8-12)  — Colors Black, Stone
Smart Compression Technology

30% Holofiber, 30% Sensura
Sock length is 13 inches

Machine wash, tumble dry
Made in Canada by Arriva

Graded compression socks enhance com-
fort and circulation when you are seated or 
standing, and can reduce the occurence of 
swelling/sore feet after long periods of travel.

#2671 30 Below XLR Sock ..............................................$15
#2671-3PR (all one size/color) .............................$40

Sizes M(4-8), L(8-12) XL(12-16)  — Color Gray
70% Merino wool, 25% nylon, 5% spandex

80% Merino, 20% nylon terry knit inside
Sock length is 12 inches

Machine wash, tumble dry
Made in Canada by J.B. Field’s

This is a hard wearing Merino wool sock 
for winter sports.
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Geier Glove Company has been making driving and work gloves here in the state of 
Washington for over 80 years. Their leather gloves are known throughout the West for 
quality in fit and wear.
The Geier gloves we offer are made in the Gunn pattern. The seams along the fingers 
are at the back to provide longer wear, leaving a smooth surface where the fingers ap-
ply stress. There is a seam on the inside at the base of the two central fingers. Except on 
the lightweight gloves, welts are used on the seams of the thumb and base of fingers to 
protect the seams from wear. The thumb is the stick-out or wing pattern, for easy thumb 
movement. Full-grain deer, goat, kangaroo, bison and elkskins are used. Some natural 
irregularities may be found, but any imperfections lowering the wearing qualities are 
avoided in cutting out the leather.

Kangaroo Leather Gloves Kangaroo leather is strong, dense, wears well, and does 
not stiffen after being wet. It is available as a very thin leather, which will protect the skin 
with minimal loss of touch. Kangaroo has over three times the abrasion resistance and the 
tear strength of deerskin. It is made of a thin kangaroo, supple and long wearing and is 
suggested for when you want the finest in supple driving, riding or work gloves. We offer 
the kangaroo gloves in two patterns: a slip-on driving or semi-dress glove and a roper 
glove with elastic back and palm patch. Colors are Gold, Black or Chocolate. Made in USA.
 #510 Kangaroo Leather Driving Glove ..........................................................................................................$71

Sizes 61/2 through 12 by half size (no size 111/2)
Please state size and color

 #519 Kangaroo Leather Roper Glove ...............................................................................................................$72
Sizes 71/2 - 12 by half size (no size 111/2)

Please state size and color

Glove Care After some period of use, especially a soaking, most leather will benefit from 
a good leather dressing. All Geier Gloves can be made more water resistant by applying 
Pecard Leather Dressing (page 81.) The full grain western chrome tanned finish leather of 
the Deer and Elkskin gloves give a particularly exceptional grip on tools and reins known as 
a “Western Drag”. Since this dressing leaves a slightly waxy surface, it will alter the Western 
drag characteristic. For this reason we suggest you test the dressing on the back of a glove 
to evaluate the change. The dressing will darken light leather somewhat.

#510 Driving Glove
Shown in Chocolate

#519 Roper Glove
Shown in Gold
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#517 Elkskin Motorcycle Glove ..........................$49
Sizes 71/2 - 12 by half size (no size 111/2)

Colors Gold, Black

Your glove size is the measurement in 
inches around the palm of your hand. If 
you are right-handed, measure your right 
hand. If you are left-handed, measure 
your left hand.

#504 Heavy Duty Work Glove ...............................$52
Sizes 8 - 12 by half size (no size 111/2)

Color Gold

#502 Deerskin Roper Glove ........................................$47
Sizes 61/2 - 12 by half size (no size 111/2)

Colors Gold, Brown, Black

#524 Deerskin Wool Lined Glove ...................$72
Sizes 8 - 12 by half size (no size 111/2) 

Colors Gold, Brown, Black
88% Merino wool/12% synthetic 

We suggest a full size larger than your 
normal size for best comfort and warmth.

#501 Deerskin Driving Glove ...................................$46
Sizes 61/2 - 12 by half size (no size 111/2)

Colors Gold, Brown, Black
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Western Fringed Gauntlet Geier Glove still makes 
the classic fringed deerskin gauntlets long popular in 
the American West. The four inch cuff bridges the gap 
between glove and sleeve, keeping out the cold or 
snow. Full six inch fringe. Deerskin leather. Colors are 
Natural or Black. Made in USA by Geier Glove.
#506 Western Fringed Gauntlet ......................................................................$65

Sizes 71/2 through 12 by half sizes (no size 111/2)
Please state size and color.

American Bison Leather The leather made from the American bison is tough, durable and supple 
and generally a little thicker than moose leather. The distinctive grain varies throughout the skin making 
each item unique.

Bison Leather Gauntlet These gauntlets 
are a heavy (4-5 oz. leather) gauntlet for de-
manding use. They are suggested as motor-
cycle gauntlets, and for other uses where the 
wrists need protecting. 41/2 inch cuff. Colors are 
Gold or Black. Made in USA by Geier Glove.
#523 Bison Leather Gauntlet ......................................................$64

Sizes 71/2 through 12 by half sizes (no size 111/2)
Please state size and color

Bison Leather Gloves This is a substantial 
glove (about 4 oz. leather) that is surprisingly 
supple. It is suggested as a general purpose 
glove where a heavier weight is preferred. Elas-
tic at the back of the wrist for security, palm 
patch. Colors are Gold with Black trim or Black. 
Made in USA by Geier Glove.
#522 Bison Leather Elastic Back Glove ...................$50

Sizes 71/2 through 12 by half sizes (no size 111/2)
Please state size and color

Filson Deerskin Mittens These deerskin mit-
tens have an elastic wrist back to stave off the 
cold and snow. The leather has a water resistant 
finish. Lined with polyester pile. 4 inch cuff. Col-
or is Dark Brown. Made in USA by Filson.
#F62026 Deerskin Mittens ...............................................................$110

Sizes S(7-71/2) M(8 - 81/2), L (9 - 91/2), XL (10 - 101/2)
Please state size
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Moccasins These moccasins are an old Western style. In the early days in the West fur 
traders and the few settlers wore moccasins and gloves traded from the Indians. Later, as 
the number of settlers increased, and took over the land from the Indians, moccasins be-
came difficult to obtain, although they remained the preferred footwear for many. Small 
shops were set up by immigrants to the West to make moccasins. The Hinman moccasin 
was one of the most successful, and retains a loyal following in the Northwest. Started in 
Wenatchee in 1960 by Fred Hinman, a taxidermist, the business was continued on by his 
son, and has now been taken over by Geier Glove.

Moose Leather Moccasins These 
sewn moccasins, offered in two styles, 
are made from very soft and supple 
moose leather to give second skin comfort and good wear. There is a foam layer sand-
wiched into the sole for comfort. These moccasins are a true legacy of the Old West, and 
may be enjoyed as a slipper, or for outdoor use in the old way. The High Moose Mocca-
sins are often preferred for use outdoors. Color is Gold. Made in USA.
 #3024 Low Moose Leather Moccasin ................................................................................................................$68
 #3025 High Moose Leather Moccasin .............................................................................................................$74

Moccasin sizes 5 through 12
Please state size

Moccasin Sizing Moccasin sizing generally follows men's shoe sizing. The moccasins fit 
most women's feet. Moccasins are relatively adaptable to sizing, but people with very 
wide or very narrow feet may be unable to find a fully satisfactory fit.

Moccasin Size 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Men's Shoe Size 41/2-5 51/2-6 61/2-7 71/2-8 81/2-9 91/2-10 101/2-11 111/2-12
Women's Shoe Size 51/2-6 61/2-7 71/2-8 81/2-9 91/2-10 101/2-11 111/2-12 121/2-13

Bison Leather Moccasin with Sole  These 
moccasins, made from bison leather, have the 
same attributes as the moose moccasins, soft 
but tough. There is a foam layer sandwiched 
into the sole for comfort. In addition the sole 
is crinkled gum, a substance that provides ex-
tra protection, making them suitable for use 
either indoors, or outdoors in damp condi-
tions. Color is gold. Made in USA.

 #3026 Low Bison Leather Moccasin with Sole ................................................................................$84
Moccasin sizes 6 through 12

Please state size
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Welch Suspenders The Welch Company has been manufacturing suspenders in Port-
land, Oregon, since 1967. Their suspenders are recognized for quality and reliability. 
Traditionally, in the Northwest, anyone showing up to join a logging crew wearing a belt 
instead of suspenders was sent home as too green to work with the crew.
We offer a selection of Welch suspenders to suit a variety of needs. The elastic in each 
suspender is the best of its type, and each is selected for stretch and wear characteristics 
to suit the specific style of suspender. All Welch suspenders are made in the USA.

Ends Leather ends are flat and riveted to swivel so they may fit well. The leather used 
is the same oil-tanned leather used in the uppers of the best logging and work boots of 
the Northwest. It is strong, durable, and supple, allowing easy attachment to buttons. The 
oversized Gator Clip is firm and reliable, nickel plated to withstand the weather. 

Suspender Sizing Suspender length is measured from the suspender buttons or clip 
ends on the front over the shoulder to that on the back on the opposite side.
The Regular (46") suspenders adjust from 46 inches to about 38 inches, and generally fit 
people under 6 feet tall. The Extra Long (54") suspenders adjust from 54 inches to about 
42 inches. Those under 6 feet tall may prefer the Extra Long suspenders if they have a 
larger girth or wish to keep the adjustment clasp up relatively high on their torso.
X or Y The choice between “Y” Back or “X” Back suspenders is primarily a matter of per-
sonal preference. The same suspender button spacing is used for both styles, so the two 
styles can be used interchangeably. Some folks feel the “Y” Back style is more comfortable 
if you are engaged in heavy physical activity which involves sideways movement of the 
torso, such as swinging a scythe. However, in most circumstances there is little difference 
in functionality between the “X” Back and “Y” Back suspenders.

HopSack Suspenders The HopSack Suspenders are a heavy duty work suspender. 2" 
wide, HopSack elastic. Made in USA.
 #1167 HopSack Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends .........................................................................$20
 #1167A HopSack Suspenders, Gator Clip Ends .........................................................................$20
 #1167Y Hopsack “Y” Back Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends .................................$21

State Color: Red, Black or Tan and Size: Regular (46") or Extra Long (54")
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Tuff Stuff Suspenders These extra-heavy duty suspenders 
are made from Tuff Stuff, a heavy duty elastic, and have Gator 
Clip ends or flat leather ends (not shown.) 2 inches wide. Color is 
Black with Red Stripes. Made in USA.
#1168A Tuff Stuff Suspenders, Gator Clip Ends .................................................$23
#1168 Tuff Stuff Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends ..................................................$24

State Size:  Regular (46") or Extra Long (54")

Logger Buttons Sometimes known as bachelor 
buttons, these logger buttons are attached with a 
tack, to be hammered in place. If your pants do not 
have suspender buttons these are easily attached, 
and have no threads to wear. 8 per pack.
#1164 Logger Buttons ..........................................................................................................................................$5

Trucker Suspenders These Trucker Suspenders are not just for truck-
ers, but for anyone who dislikes the irritation of a stiff belt or suspenders 
rubbing against the seat while driving, or against a chair back. The straps 
go around the shoulders and attach at the front. They hold your trousers 
up securely at all times, when you are working or walking, as well as when 
sitting. 2 inches wide, terry elastic, Gator Clip ends. Made in USA.
#1170A Trucker Suspenders ........................................................................................................................................................$19

State Color:  Black or Navy  and Size:  Regular (42") or Extra Long (50")

Casual Suspenders These suspenders with rolled leather ends are 
designed for casual wear, dressier than the HopSack Suspenders yet still 
practical. This style was commonly worn in earlier times and hence is also 
popular today with those participating in re-enactments. The suspend-
ers are 11/2 inches wide, double faced elastic with rolled leather ends. 
Made in USA.
 #1173Y Casual “Y” Back Suspenders, Rolled Leather Ends ..............................$29

State Color: Black, Navy, Red  or Tan and Size: Regular (46") or Extra Long (54")

Welch Basic Suspenders  These basic suspenders are 11/2 inches 
wide, double faced elastic with flat leather ends. These work suspend-
ers are also an excellent choice for casual use. Made in USA.
#1166 Basic Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends .........................................................................................$20
#1166A Basic Suspenders, Gator Clip Ends ........................................................................................$20
#1166Y Basic “Y” Back Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends................................................$21

State Color: Black, Navy, Red or Tan and Size: Regular (46") or Extra Long (54")
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Filson Rugged Twill Luggage is made from a special 22 oz. 100% cotton twill, a heavier 
and stronger version of Filson’s legendary Tin Cloth used in their loggers' clothing. It is du-
rable and breathable, impregnated with wax to make it water resistant and protect against 
wear. The straps are brown bridle leather, the heavy duty hardware is brass. Built to last, 
these bags will prove reliable sturdy companions through your adventures. Made in USA.

Wheeled Rugged Twill Bags Filson's smoothly rolling 
wheeled bags have a retractable handle which extends 20 
inches beyond the bag for easy handling. The bags have a 
carrying handle on the side and an extra leather reinforce-
ment on the bottom at the wheeled end. There is an open 
outside pocket on the back, and a zippered outside pocket 
on the front which is covered by the flap. The zippered top 
opens fully. Inside there are zippered pouches at each end 
for small items, and two straps to hold clothing in place. The 
Check-In Bag has an additional two pouches and one large 
zipped pocket inside the bag. 100% cotton 22 oz. oiled 
twill, bridle leather straps. Made in USA.

 #F290 Wheeled Carry-On Bag, 14”W x 22”H x 9”D .................................................. $475
Please state color  — Dark Tan, Otter Green or Brown

 #F291 Wheeled Check-In Bag, 17”W x 231/2”H x 101/4”D .................................. $550
Please state color  — Otter Green or Brown

Duffle Bags These duffle bags live up to Filson's motto — “Might as well have the best”. 
All have a storm flap, two open pockets inside (one at each end), a shoulder strap and a 
heavy duty two way zipper closure. 100% cotton 22 oz. oiled twill, bridle leather straps. 
Made in USA.
 #F220 Small Duffle Bag. 18”W x 103/8”H x 11”D  ............................................................. $225
 #F222 Medium Duffle Bag, 25”W x 14”H x 13”D ............................................................... $295
 #F223 Large Duffle Bag, 30”W x 14”H x 13”D .......................................................................... $320

Please state color — Dark Tan, Otter Green or Brown
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Rugged Twill or Passage Luggage? All of Fil-
son’s luggage is well constructed and built to 
last. The Rugged Twill Luggage is the strongest 
Filson makes. The Passage Luggage (pages 50 
and 51) is 10 to 20% lighter in weight for com-
parable pieces, yet tends to have more features 
such as inside pockets and key fobs. 
Care The Passage Luggage does not mark or 
scuff readily, and can be cleaned with soap and 
water. An occasional light touch-up with Filson 
wax (page 37) will maintain the appearance of 
the Rugged Twill as it matures and develops 
character through its journeys. A light coating 
of Pecard Leather Dressing (page 81) every six 
months will help keep the bridle leather straps 
in good condition and keep them supple. 

#F261 Tote Bag with Zipper ..................................$135
15”W x 14”H x 7”D

Colors Dark Tan, Otter Green, Brown

#F218 Travel Kit ...................................................................................$90
10”W x 6”H x 6”D

Colors Dark Tan, Otter Green, Brown
Matching the Filson luggage, this travel kit 
is made from 100% cotton twill and bridle 
leather, fully lined with nylon. Made in 
USA by Filson.

#F262 Rucksack ................................................................................$260
15”W x 17”H x 5”D

Colors Dark Tan, Otter Green

#F266 Sportsman’s Bag ....................................................$295
18”W x 11”H x 12”D

Colors Dark Tan, Otter Green, Brown

#F232 Medium Field Bag..............................................$220
14”W x 11”H x 5”D

Colors Dark Tan, Otter Green, Brown
The Field Bag has an oval opening to pre-
vent objects from falling out and double 
bottomed construction for heavy loads.
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Passage Luggage by Filson Filson’s Pas-
sage Luggage is a lighter-weight alternative 
to their Rugged Twill Luggage collection. 
Built with the same rugged construction, 
it is made of heavyweight 100% nylon 
twill (100% 16.4-oz. 1050 nylon twill with 
3XPU coating), treated for maximum water 
repellency, and lined with ripstop nylon. 
Bridle leather, heavy duty nylon webbing 
and antiqued nickel fittings complete each 
piece. The Passage Luggage collection is a 
blend of classic styling with modern du-
rability, suitable for business and leisure 
travel. Each piece is available in Black, Otter 
Green and Brown. Made in China.

#F73005 Passage Carry-On Bag .................$250
Padded shoulder straps for versatility

22”W x 14”H x 81/2”D
Colors – Black, Otter Green or Brown

#F73006 Passage Garment Bag ...................$335
22”W x 44”H x 2”D (open)

22”W x 14”H x 7”D (closed)
Colors – Black, Otter Green or Brown

#F74024 Passage Rolling 
          Business Computer Bag ...........................$295

15”W x 171/2”H x 10”D 
Colors – Black, Otter Green or Brown

#F73013 Passage Field Briefcase ...............$180
12”W x 15”H x 4”D

Colors – Black, Otter Green or Brown

#F73003 Passage Floatplane Duffle ....$250
22”W x 111/2”H x 11”D

Colors – Black, Otter Green or Brown
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Passage Rolling Carry-On Bag This bag easily 
fits in most airline overhead bins. The bag can be 
pulled by the retractable handle, or carried by either 
of the two bridle leather handles located on the top 
and side. An umbrella or other gear can be attached 
to the bag with the two exterior (removable) storage 
straps. 22” x 151/2” x 91/4”. Made in China. 
#F74020 Passage Rolling Carry-On Bag .......................... $295

Please state color — Black, Otter Green or Brown

The large main compartment has a zipper clo-
sure with storm flap which opens fully for easy 
packing. The interior has straps to hold clothing 
in place plus three zippered mesh pockets. 

There is a large expandable zippered 
front pocket on the exterior of the bag. 

A retractable business card holder is con-
veniently located on the back of the bag, as 
well as a smaller zippered pocket suitable 
for papers and small objects. 

The retractable handle extends to 40 
inches.  
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Filson Rugged Twill Briefcases Filson 
offers three briefcases in the cotton twill, 
the simple and compact Original Briefcase, 
a larger briefcase/computer bag and a pad-
ded computer bag. All are made in 22 oz. 
cotton twill, oil finish, double-bottom con-
struction, with bridle leather straps and brass 
hardware. Each has a two-way brass zipper 
with snap storm flap, and a removable shoul-
der strap. There are two full length exterior 
pockets, and two full length interior pockets, 
with accessory pockets for calculator, busi-
ness cards and pens, besides the main com-
partment. Colors are Dark Tan, Otter Green 
or Brown. Made in USA.
 #F256 Original Briefcase, 16"W x 121/2"H x 4"D .................................................................... $215

Please state color — Dark Tan, Otter Green or Brown

Large Briefcase/Computer Bag In the 
larger case there is a panel sewn on one in-
terior pocket to retain a laptop computer 
safely, and additional pockets for battery 
pack and diskettes, still leaving a generous 
main compartment. In this model there is a 
leather grip with snap closure on the hand-
carry straps for a comfortable hold.
#F257 Large Briefcase/Computer Bag, 
 16"W x 121/2"H x 6"D ....................................................$260
Please state color — Dark Tan, Otter Green or Brown

Padded Computer Bag The main com-
partment of the Padded Computer Bag is 
protected with high-density foam padding, 
and has three full length dividers to support 
your laptop, files and papers. There is a two-
way brass zipper with snap storm flap cov-
ering the main compartment, a removable 
shoulder strap and hand carry straps with a 
leather grip. There are open slit pockets on 
front and back, and an additional easy-ac-
cess zippered pocket on the front fitted with 
slots for phone, pens and accessories. Like all the Filson twill briefcases, this convenient 
computer bag will stand up well to over-loading and heavy use.
 #F258 Padded Computer Bag, 161/2"W x 14"H x 71/2"D ...................................... $315

Please state color — Dark Tan, Otter Green or Brown
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#F252 Filson Field Satchel .......................................................$795
Size 17”W x 121/2”H x 4”D

Color: Dark Brown

Two full width compartments
Shoulder strap and comfortable handle

Brass hardware, including lock
Full grain bridle leather
Made in USA by Filson

The field satchel is built to last, in leather 
that will mellow with use.

#H817 Bosca Stringer Bag .....................................................$445
Size 16”W x 111/2”H x 41/4”D

Colors: Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

Two full width zippered compartments
One full length open pocket

Plethora of organizational pockets
Bosca’s Old Leather, hand stained in Italy

Made in China by Bosca
The Stringer Bag is durable yet lightweight, 
only weighing 2.4 pounds.

#F73014 Passage Business Pack ...................................$200
Size 16”W x 121/2”H x 5”D

Colors: Black, Otter Green, Brown

Padded computer pocket
Multiple organizer pockets

Heavyweight nylon twill, bridle leather
Padded shoulder straps 
Made in China by Filson

This innovative Business Pack combines the 
functionality of a briefcase with the utility 
of a daypack, making it a great choice for 
frequent travellers. 

#H625 Bosca Flight Attendant ....................................$168
Size 41/2”W x 9”H

Colors: Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

3 side opening slots for tickets & passport
7 credit card slots plus identity window
1 side opening zippered compartment

Outside slot for boarding pass
Bosca’s Old Leather, hand stained in Italy

Made in China by Bosca
A first class case for your travel essentials.
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Tacconi Collection The Tacconi Leather Collection departs from Bosca’s modern an-
gled lines to a style reminiscent of the ancient Italian landscape. The warm, rich Italian 
leather feels soft and supple. Rounded corners and contrasting interiors add a mellow, 
aged tone to each piece. The dye fully penetrates the leather so superficial scratches can 
be rubbed away. The interior is lined with an easy to clean finished fabric. Like every-
thing from Bosca, the Tacconi Collection is made with finest craftsmanship from vegetable 
tanned leather in the Moda di Roma style.

Tacconi Messenger Bag The Tacconi leather in this Messenger Bag may be soft, but it 
can still withstand the hazards of an urban lifestyle. The large interior compartment holds 
two magnetically fastened  small pockets on one side and a large pocket on the other. A 
key fob is attached to the interior. 11/2” detachable nylon strap with leather shoulder pad. 
Dimensions are 15” x 41/4” x 12”. Color is Dark Brown. Bosca’s Tacconi Collection. Made in 
China from Italian leather
 #H841 Tacconi Messenger Bag .................................................................................................................................. $347

Bosca Bosca was founded in Springfield, Ohio, in 1911 by the 
Hugo Bosca family. With strong connections in the Italian leather 
trade, they import quality leather and leathergoods, as well as manufacture items them-
selves to the highest European standards. Bosca is a family-owned and run company with 
a reputation built on the quality of their products. Their headquarters are in Ohio, their 
goods are now manufactured in company owned production facilities in China and Italy.

The Messenger Bag’s flap covers two 
square pockets, a card pocket and one 
zip-shut pocket.

Use the large snatch handle when you’ve 
got to dash. The large open pocket be-
hind the handle has a magnetic fastener. 
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Tacconi Zip-Around Brief This Zip-
Around Brief from Bosca's Tacconi Col-
lection is a fine addition to your office 
wardrobe, and will become more elegant 
and distinguished over time. The large 
interior compartment holds several small 
pockets on one side and a large pocket on 
the other. The exterior has one zip-around 
compartment that holds several accessory 
pouches. A leather, wrap-around grip 
snaps shut around the handles. The Brief 
has  a two inch wide detachable nylon 
strap with leather shoulder pad. All zip-
pers close with brass tabs. Rubber feet. Dimensions are  151/2" x 4" x 13". Color is Dark 
Brown. Bosca's Tacconi Collection. Made in China from Italian leather.
 #H839 Tacconi Zip-Around Brief ......................................................................................................................... $356

Tacconi Carry-All Tote The size of this 
Carry-All Tote lets you carry everything 
you need and still look stylish. The interior 
has three main compartments. The remov-
able center compartment is padded and 
has a snap-shut strap to hold a laptop. The 
other compartments hold a zip-shut pock-
et and various accessory pockets. The ex-
terior has one zip-shut pouch with various 
accessory pockets. All zippers close with 

brass tabs. The Tote has  leather handles and a 11/2” detachable nylon strap with leather 
shoulder pad. Rubber feet. Dimensions are 16” x 7” x 15”. Color is Dark Brown. Bosca’s 
Tacconi Collection. Made in China from Italian leather
 #H840 Tacconi Carry-All Tote .................................................................................................................................... $392

Calling Card Case This leather Calling Card 
Case by Bosca is a simple case for your busi-
ness cards, keeping them neat and clean for 
presentation in a professional manner. Two 
compartments on each side. Closed size is 41/8 
by 23/4 inches. Colors are Cognac, Dark Brown 
or Black. Bosca’s Old Leather. Made in China.
#H441 Calling Card Case ...................................................................$38

Please state color
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11812 North Creek Pky N, Suite 103 • Bothell WA 98011 • Tel. (800) 324-4934 • (425) 485-2132 
Email catalog@davidmorgan.com • Fax (425) 486-0224

FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE IN ORDERING —
Orders can be placed by telephone, mail, fax or through our online catalog at davidmorgan.com. We 
ship promptly. Goods are normally shipped within one business day of receiving your order. If an item is 
temporarily out of stock, we will inform you of the expected delay. We ship orders Monday through Friday.
Payment: Payment can be by MasterCard, Visa, Optima, American Express, check or money order (in 
US funds). Fax and telephone orders must be paid by credit card. Orders which do not meet our stringent 
fraud prevention criteria will be asked for payment by Western Union money order.
Telephone Orders/Inquiries: We are available to take your orders during our normal working hours 
of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, Pacific Time and Saturdays in November and December. Our 
toll-free number is 1-800-324-4934. If calling from within the greater Seattle area, Canada or abroad the 
number is (425) 485-2132.
Sales Tax: Purchases sent to any address within the State of Washington must include State Sales Tax of 
9.5%. Sales tax is not required for purchases sent to other states, Canada or abroad.
Handling Charge: To help defray handling and shipping costs, there is a handling charge of $9.00 on all 
orders. The handling charge covers standard delivery within the United States.
Shipping: We usually ship within one business day of receiving your order. Most orders are received 
within 3 to 5 business days of us receiving your order. We ship primarily by USPS Priority Mail and UPS. 
Orders to Hawaii and Alaska are usually shipped by Priority Mail, large items by USPS Parcel Post. If the 
shipping address is different from the address at which you would like to receive our catalog, please pro-
vide both addresses.
Expedited Shipments: Most customers find our standard delivery is prompt and cost effective. We of-
fer expedited delivery by air when this is essential. For this service place your order online or by telephone 
at 1-800-324-4934 within our working hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Pacific Time, Monday through Friday. 
We will check availability of items and quote a price for either 2nd Day or Next Day Air delivery, where 
available. Orders placed by 11 am Pacific Time are usually despatched the same day. This service is not 
available to APO/FPO addresses, P.O. Boxes and some rural areas. 
International Shipments: Pay by credit card or by money order in U.S. funds. Shipments to foreign 
countries (including Canada) are charged our normal handling of $9.00 plus the actual shipping and insur-
ance costs. The exact costs will be billed to your credit card at the time of shipment. Allow 1 to 4 weeks for 
delivery. Duties and taxes will be collected at time of delivery if required.
Please note:  We are unable to ship some of our products internationally due to import and/or export 
regulations.  These restrictions include kangaroo leather products (no shipments outside the US), crocodile 
leather products (no shipments outside the US) and jewelry (no shipments to Australia.)
Gifts: For your convenience, any items purchased as gifts will at your request be sent directly to your 
friends. We suggest you send a card for enclosure with each gift or indicate a short gift message on the 
order form. Please include the basic handling charge for each separate address.
Returning Merchandise: If you wish to return any merchandise for exchange or refund, please com-
plete the form on the reverse side of your original packing slip, indicating the merchandise being returned. 
State the reason for the return and let us know if you wish to obtain items in exchange. Ship either by 
United Parcel Service or insured parcel post to David Morgan, 11812 North Creek Pky N, Suite 103, Both-
ell, WA 98011. Refunds for returns and exchanges will be made by credit card credit or check, depending 
upon the original method of payment.
Privacy: We do not sell or rent our customers' mailing addresses, email addresses or any information 
gathered in order to process our customers' orders and catalog requests. We treat each customer with the 
same respect and care we've treated all our customers for the more than 40 years we've been in business.

GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION: We stand behind our goods.  Any item found unsatisfactory on in-
spection should be returned in unused condition within 90 days with all tags for replacement or full refund 
of product price. Special orders, books and DVD’s may be returned only if defective or not as specified.

^ davidmorgan.com
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Visit Our Store When In The Seattle Area
We are open 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Monday through Friday
Saturdays in November and December

Seattle city center is about 25 
minutes by way of the Evergreen 
Point Floating Bridge (520).

The Seattle-Tacoma Airport is 
about 35 minutes by way of I-405.

For detailed driving directions 
please call us at (425) 485-2132 
or check our online map and di-
rections at davidmorgan.com

Schnitzer 
North Creek
Business Park

^
11812 North Creek Parkway N, Ste 103

Bothell WA 98011
(425) 485-2132

There is ample customer parking 
in front of our store.

Prosperity Hook Jeff McKenzie has brought the 
Maori symbol of prosperity, the Hei Matau, to the 
Pacific Northwest in this elegant and unique pendant. 
In the shape of a stylized fishhook, it symbolizes pros-
perity, fertility, strength and safe passage over water. 
The sterling silver pendant is 11/2 inches long. The 
sterling silver snake chain is 20 inches. Shown full size. 
Made in USA.
#3400 Prospertiy Hook................................................................................................. $92
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Leather Wallets We carry a range of quality leather wallets and accessories from Bosca, 
Tony Perotti and Filson. Whether you choose your wallet by style, by color or by brand, we 
are sure you will not be disappointed with any of the wallets we offer. All three brands are 
quality leather wallets, manufactured to the highest standards with full attention to detail.

Bosca colors (top to bottom): 
Black, Dark Brown, Cognac

Bosca — The Bosca wallets are made from 
Bosca’s Old Leather, their finest bovine leather. 
The leather is oak tanned, then hand stained in 
Italy. The shine of the Old Leather is developed 
through polishing the leather itself, rather than 
by applying an artifical top coat, and over time 
matures to a mellow matte finish. The Bosca Old 
Leather wallets, made in China in Bosca’s own fac-
tory, are the most formal of the wallets we offer. 
Tony Perotti — These wallets are made from 
hand dyed, full grain Italian cowhide, vegetable 
tanned to tighten and shrink the grain. The wallets 
we offer are from their Green Collection, where 
they have taken care to ensure their leather is 
produced without toxic chemicals. The softer sec-
tions of the leather are selected for these wallets, 
resulting in wallets that are less stiff than the Bosca 
wallets, with a slightly less glossy finish. The wal-
lets are made in China in Tony Perotti’s company 
owned and operated factory.

Filson — The Filson wallets are offered in two styles, bridle leather or bridle leather 
with Rugged Twill inserts. The bark-tanned bridle leather is supple and durable. The de-
signs are straightforward and utilitarian, good for long, hard usage. The Filson bridle leath-
er wallets have a matte finish and are the stiffest of the three brands we carry, an excellent 
choice for less formal use. The wallets are made by Filson in the USA.

Tony Perotti colors (top to bottom): 
Black, Brown, Honey

Outfitter Wallet The Outfitter Wallet, made in Filson's bridle leather, has a full length 
divided bill compartment, 8 credit card pockets, two center opening pockets and a vinyl 
license, card and photo insert. Closed size is 31/2" x 41/2". The wallet is available in solid 
bridle leather (color is Dark Brown) and in bridle leather with oil finish Rugged Twill in-
serts (color is Dark Brown with Dark Tan inserts.) Made in USA by Filson.
 #F65200 Bridle Leather Outfitter Wallet...................................................................................................................................................$98
 #F65201 Leather/Rugged Twill Outfitter Wallet ..................................................................................................................$88
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Twelve Pocket Wallet This wallet has 
twelve credit card pockets as well as two 
large center opening pockets. There is 
also a deep divided pocket for bills. The 
closed size is 41/4" x 43/4". Colors are Co-
gnac, Dark Brown or Black. Bosca's Old 
Leather. Made in China by Bosca.
#H607 Twelve Pocket Wallet ..............................$108

Please state color

Leather Wallet Care Fine leather deserves good care. We suggest a light coating of 
Pecard Leather Dressing (page 81) every six months to help maintain the fine appearance 
of your Bosca, Filson or Tony Perotti leather wallet.

Hipster Wallet with ID Window A 
credit card wallet with ten card slots, one 
divided, and an identity window. There 
are two center opening pockets and a 
single full length bill pocket. The identity 
window has a slot to assist in removing the 
card inside. All corners are well rounded. 
The size is 41/4" wide x 43/4" high. Hand 
dyed, full grain Italian cowhide leather. 
Colors are Black, Brown or Honey. Made 
in China by Tony Perotti.
 #PG418301 Hipster Wallet ....................................................................................................................................................$63

Please state color

Hipster Credit Card Wallet This wal-
let has seven card pockets, an identity 
card window, a divided full length pocket 
for bills and two center opening pockets. 
The closed size is 41/2” x 41/4”.  Colors are 
Cognac, Dark Brown or Black. Bosca's Old 
Leather. Made in China by Bosca.
#H509 Hipster Credit Card Wallet ..............$95

Please state color
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Wallet with Removable ID Case This 
wallet has a removable identity case with 
two identity windows and two card slots. 
There are five credit card slots, one divid-
ed, and a full length double bill compart-
ment. The identity windows have a slot 
to assist in removing the card inside. Size 
is 41/2” wide x 31/2” high. Colors are Black, 
Brown or Honey. Hand dyed, full grain 
Italian cowhide leather. Made in China by 
Tony Perotti.
 #PG418901 Wallet with Removable ID Case ....................................................................................$73

Please state color

Money Clip with Outside Pocket This is a full folding money clip mounted on the 
back of a bifold credit card wallet. There are three credit card pockets on each side of the 
wallet for a total of six. Closed size is 41/4" x 31/4". Colors are Cognac, Black or Dark Brown. 
Bosca’s Old Leather. Made in China by Bosca.
 #H454 Money Clip with Outside Pocket...................................................................................................$90

Please state color

Executive I.D. Wallet This leather 
wallet by Bosca is a neat and convenient 
executive wallet with an identity window 
and a credit card pocket on one side, four 
credit card pockets on the other side, and 
two center-opening pockets. There is a 
full length divided bill compartment. The 
closed size is 31/2” deep by 41/2” wide. Col-
ors are Cognac, Black or Dark Brown. Bos-
ca’s Old Leather. Made in China by Bosca.

 #H095 Executive I.D. Wallet .................................................................................................................................................$90
Please state color
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#H097 Continental ID Wallet ..................................$95
Identity card flap, 11 credit card slots

Size 31/2” x 41/2”
Colors Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

Bosca’s Old Leather — Made in China by Bosca

#H199 Double ID Credit Wallet ........................$95
Identity card flap, 10 credit card slots

Size 31/2” x 41/2”
Colors Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

Bosca’s Old Leather — Made in China by Bosca

#H195 Credit Wallet with ID Passcase ..$95
Removable passcase with 3 identity windows

Size 31/2” x 41/4”
Colors Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

Bosca’s Old Leather — Made in China by Bosca

#F65208 Packer Wallet .........................................................$100
12 card pockets, 2 center pockets

Full length divided bill pocket
Size 41/4” x 41/2”

Color Dark Brown
Bridle leather — Made in USA by Filson

#PG418501 Weekend Wallet ..................................$30
Identity window, 2 card slots,center pocket

Size 4” x 3”
Colors Black, Brown, Honey

Italian leather —  Made in China by Tony Perotti

#F65204 Security Wallet ...................................................$48
3 card pockets, 1 identity window

Size 27/8” x 33/4”
Color Dark Brown

Bridle leather — Made in USA by Filson
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Trifold Wallet The Trifold Wallet, available in bridle leather and in bridle leather 
with rugged twill inserts, has a full-length bill pocket, seven credit card pockets and a six 
pocket vinyl insert. Closed size is 41/4" x 31/4". Color is Dark Brown. Made in USA by Filson.
 #F65210 Bridle Leather Trifold Wallet .........................................................................................................$95
 #F65211 Leather/Rugged Twill Trifold Wallet .............................................................................$88

Eight Pocket Wallet This deluxe wal-
let has 8 credit card pockets, two center 
opening pockets and two bill compart-
ments. The closed size is 41/2" x 31/2". Colors 
are Cognac, Dark Brown or Black. Bosca's 
Old Leather. Made in China by Bosca.
#H098 8 Pocket Wallet ........................................................$90

Please state color

Small Bifold Wallet This handy wallet will satisfy those who wish to carry a minimal 
amount of cards and cash. The interior holds a full length bill compartment with three 
card slots on the right and left. Two of the left pockets are crossed. The size is 41/4 inches 
by 3 inches when closed. Colors are Amber, Dark Brown or Black. Bosca's Old Leather. 
Made in China by Bosca.
 #H8112 Small Bifold Wallet ..................................................................................................................................................$81

Please state color
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#F65202 Credit Card Holder ...................................$64
4 card slots on each side

Size 31/8” x 4”
Color Dark Brown

Bridle leather — Made in USA by Filson

#H443 8 Pocket Credit Card Case .................$54
6 credit card slots, 2 center opening pockets

Size 23/4” x 43/8”
Colors Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

Bosca’s Old Leather — Made in China by Bosca

#PG418601 Trifold Wallet ............................................$78
Identity window, 9 card slots
Full lenth divided bill pocket

Size 31/4” x 41/4”
Colors Black, Brown, Honey

Italian leather —  Made in China by Tony Perotti

#F65206 Passport Wallet .............................................$115
Slots for passport and other travel essentials

Size 43/8” x 51/4” — Color Dark Brown
Bridle leather — Made in USA by Filson

#H615 Coat Pocket Wallet .......................................$117
5 card slots, 2 side entry pockets, deep bill pocket

Size 61/2” x 33/4”
Colors Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

Bosca’s Old Leather — Made in China by Bosca

#H053 Double ID Trifold Wallet ......................$87
6 credit card slots, 2 center opening pockets

2 identity windows
Size 31/8” x 41/8”

Colors Cognac, Dark Brown, Black
Bosca’s Old Leather — Made in China by Bosca
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Grande Wallet This is a slightly larger ver-
sion of the Piccolo wallet. It has one full sized 
pocket inside, and over that seven credit card 
slots and an identity window. Two full length 
side opening pockets on one side and one on 
the other. The zippered compartment has two gussetted sections each with a full length 
slot behind it. There is a gussetted zippered pocket on the back and a snap closure. All 
corners are well rounded. The size is 31/2" x 63/4" x 11/4". Colors are Black, Honey or Red. 
Hand dyed, full grain Italian cowhide leather. Made in China by Tony Perotti.
 #PG428802 Grande Wallet ....................................................................................................................................................$86

Please state color

Piccolo Wallet This wallet, suitable for a purse or briefcase, is finished with a snap clo-
sure and a zippered two-compartment coin pocket. The wallet has a full length bill pocket 
and twelve credit card slots. All corners are well rounded. The size is 31/2" x 41/2" x 11/4". 
Colors are Black, Honey or Red. Hand dyed, full grain Italian cowhide leather. Made in 
China by Tony Perotti.
 #PG428804 Piccolo Wallet ......................................................................................................................................................$77

Please state color
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#H297 Keyfree Key Case ..................................................$54
6 key hooks, one detachable ring

Size 3” x 41/4”
Colors Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

Bosca’s Old Leather — Made in China by Bosca

#F65205 Money Clip Wallet ......................................$78
Money clip, 6 card slots

Size 3” x 41/4”
Color Dark Brown

Bridle leather — Made in USA by Filson

#H087 Front Pocket ID Wallet ...............................$63
Money clip, ID window, 3 card slots, pocket

Size 41/8” x 3”
Colors Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

Bosca’s Old Leather — Made in China by Bosca

#H458 Money Clip .........................................................................$63
Money clip, ID window, 3 card slots

Size 41/4” x 31/4”
Colors Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

Bosca’s Old Leather — Made in China by Bosca

#H033 Leather Coin Purse .............................................$45
Colors Cognac, Dark Brown or Black

Closed size 31/8 x 31/4”
Bosca’s Old Leather —  Made in China by Bosca

#H636 Checkbook Cover ................................................$63
Holds checks bound on long side

Closed size 31/2” x 61/2”
Colors Cognac, Dark Brown, Black

Bosca’s Old Leather — Made in China by Bosca
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Field Journal A good journal is essential 
in the field. Whether you’re a birder, natu-
ralist, sportsman or scientist, this notebook 
will stand up to nature’s challenges. The 6 
ounce chrome tanned leather is treated 
with oil, which makes it supple enough to 
slip into a pocket. With a stitched in d-ring 
you can also clip it to the provided 23 inch 
adjustable nylon lanyard or to a vest. The 
32 pound cotton ivory paper is stitched 

into place with 6 ply linen lacing. The metal is non-glare, so as not to spook fish or wildlife. 
Snaps shut. 108 lined pages. 51/2 x 4 x 3/4 inches. Color is Brown. Made in USA.
 #1104 Field Journal .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................$75

Prescription Pad Cover This leather cover holds a 6 x 4 inch prescription pad, bound 
either on the top or right hand side. There are two loops to hold pens, and a side opening 
pocket. A physician’s caduceus is embossed on the front. Closed size is 61/2 x 41/2 inches. 
Colors are Cognac, Black or Dark Brown. Bosca’s Old Leather. Made in China by Bosca.
 #H711 Prescription Pad Cover .......................................................................................................................................$63

Please state color

Calling Card Case This leather Calling Card Case by 
Bosca is a simple case for your business cards, keeping 
them neat and clean for presentation in a professional 
manner. Two compartments on each side. Closed size 
is 41/8 by 23/4 inches. Colors are Cognac, Dark Brown or 
Black. Bosca’s Old Leather. Made in China.
#H441 Calling Card Case ......................................................................................................$38

Please state color
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Crocodile Hat Bands These leather hat bands are cut from the backs of farm-raised 
saltwater crocodiles. The band goes fully around the hat by passing one end through a 
slit in the other end. The hat bands are available with 6 crocodile teeth and without teeth. 
Color is Dark Brown. Adjustable, fits most hat sizes. Farm raised crocodile leather.  Made 
in Australia.
 #897 Crocodile Hat Band with Six Teeth...................................................................................................$65
 #898 Crocodile Hat Band without Teeth ..................................................................................................$40

Crocodile ID Wallet This wallet is made from farm-raised crocodile leather. The inside 
of the wallet is kangaroo leather. It has a full length divided bill compartment, 8 credit 
card pockets, two center opening pockets (beneath the credit card slots) and a fold out 
flap with an identity window and card slot. The closed size is 41/2 by 31/4”. Colors are Black 
or Brown. Farm raised crocodile leather and kangaroo leather. Made in Australia.
 #899 Crocodile ID Wallet ..................................................................................................................................................... $310

Please state color

Crocodilians The effort to save the crocodilians is the 
outstanding success story of the world’s wildlife conserva-
tion movement. Of the 23 species all but a few are in good 
numbers in their native ranges, many with large farming op-
erations providing skins and meat while helping to protect 
and expand wild populations. Effective programs are in place 
ensuring the survival of those still considered to be in a less satisfactory state. For informa-
tion on this subject, and the state of individual species, we suggest the following website: 
http://www.crocodilian.com. 
Please note: Due to the strict US Fish and Wildlife Service import and export regulations, 
we are unable to ship crocodilian leather products outside the US.
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Bridle Leather Belts  These belts are made in one of the finest leathers known, top qual-
ity curried bridle leather. Only the prime back section of the hide is used, and all belts 
are cut lengthwise, the direction of greatest strength in the hide. The natural top grain is 
used, with its normal variation in texture and patterning. The belts are bench made, with 
full attention to detail. Edges are rounded, polished and finished with a line inside the 
edge. The end keeper is formed and sewn. We offer the belts without a buckle, in case 
you already own a favorite buckle, or wish to purchase one of our fine buckles on pages 
71 and 72. Colors are Black or Brown. Hand crafted in the USA by Phillip Hawk.
 #801 Bridle Leather Belt, no buckle, 1 inch .........................................................................................$64
 #802 Bridle Leather Belt, no buckle, 11/4 inch ..................................................................................$68
 #803 Bridle Leather Belt, no buckle, 11/2 inch ..................................................................................$70

Belt sizes 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size and color

Natural Bridle Leather Belt  This is a leather work belt that won’t fail. The full grain 
bridle leather is waxed, rather than dyed and waxed, to maintain the maximum leather 
strength. With this exceptional strength, and the added benefit of no dyes to rub off, this 
belt will stand up to years of heavy use as a work belt, tool belt or your favorite casual 
belt. The natural irregularities and variations in texture and color make each belt unique. 
Edges are rounded, polished and finished with a line along the edge. 11/2 inches wide. The 
end keeper is formed and sewn. The natural color will darken slightly with exposure to  
sunlight. Hand crafted in the USA by Phillip Hawk.
 #805 Natural Bridle Leather Belt, no buckle, 11/2 inch ...................................................$74

Belt sizes 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size
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Belt Size depends on your girth and the buckle you intend using with the belt. Mea-
sure a belt you are currently using from the buckle end of the belt leather to the hole in 
use. Round to the nearest 1/2 inch, then determine your belt size from the following chart. 
Our belts allow about +/- 11/2 inches adjustment in size. If you are between sizes, order 
the next size up.
If you are planning on using a very large buckle, you may need the next belt size down.

Belt Size 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44
Belt Measurement  281/2-30 301/2-32 321/2-34 341/2-36 361/2-38 381/2-40 401/2-42 421/2-44
        (inches)
Girth at Belt 28-29 30-31 32-33 34-35 36-37 38-39 40-41 42-43

Brass Buckles These brass harness buckles with 
stainless steel tongues and brass rollers have been 
chosen to reflect the strength of our bridle leather 
belts. Made in USA.
#801BUCK Buckle, fits #801 1” belt ............$6
#802BUCK Buckle, fits #802 11/4” belt .....$7
#803BUCK Buckle, fits 11/2” belts .......................$8

Wolf Buckle This die stamped sterling sil-
ver buckle depicts the wolf with flaring nos-
trils. Made in USA.
#N85117-M Wolf Buckle, Medium .........$285

Size 23/8 x 17/16”  — Fits 1” belts
#N85117-L Wolf Buckle, Large .......................$495

Size 33/8 x 2”  — Fits 11/2” belts

Chacon Buckles Elegant and simple, this buckle 
will complement any belt. There is a slight taper 
at the belt end. The underside is etched with the 
Chacon name. The large buckle measures about 2 
by 21/4 inches and is designed to fit our #803 11/2” 
belt. The medium buckle measures about 13/4 inches 
square and fits our #802 11/4 inch belt. Sterling silver, 
hand finished. Made in USA.
 #3011 Chacon Buckle, Medium ............................................................................................................................... $240
 #3012 Chacon Buckle, Large .......................................................................................................................................... $310
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#3344-BSS Celtic Horse Buckle, Brass ....$44
Size 3 x 115/16”  — Fits 11/2” belts

Solid brass. Made in USA.

#3343-BSS Celtic Dog Buckle, Brass ...........$42
Size 27/8 x 17/16”  — Fits 11/4” belts

A Celtic dog is rendered here in bold re-
lief, with two triskele knots. Solid brass. 
Made in USA.

#3347-BSS Raven Buckle, Brass ............................$44
Size 215/16 x 17/8”  — Fits 11/2” belts

This Northwest design shows the Raven, 
the creator of the world, in a striking fron-
tal view. Solid brass. Made in USA.

#3342-BSS Celtic  Knot Buckle, Brass ......$44
Size 215/16 x 17/8”  — Fits 11/2” belts

Solid brass. Made in USA.

#3349 Small Grizzly Bear Buckle .......................$42
Size 21/8 x 11/2”  — Fits 1” and 11/4” belts

The grizzly bear is shown here with char-
acteristic protruding tongue and flaring 
nostrils. Solid brass. Made in USA.

#3344-SIL Celtic Horse Buckle, Silver ...$420
Size 3 x 115/16”  — Fits 11/2” belts

The horses on this buckle were inspired 
by a frieze of horse heads at a 5th/4th cen-
tury B.C. Celtic site at Roquepertuse in 
France. Made in USA.
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Sydney Leather Belt This elegant belt by Akubra can be worn with business attire but 
is tough enough to endure work out in the country. Akubra belts are vegetable tanned 
bovine leather. The metal buckle is sewn in place. 11/8 inches wide. Colors are Black or Tan. 
Made in Australia.
 #AK003 Sydney Leather Belt .............................................................................................................................................$68

Belt sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size and color

Koala Belt by Akubra Ideal for outdoor work, a pouch is sewn onto this leather belt to 
hold a knife or multi-tool that is up to 4”L x 11/2”W x 3/4”H. The pouch snaps shut. The metal 
buckle is sewn in place. Akubra belts are made from vegetable tanned bovine leather. 11/2 
inches wide. Color is Brown. Made in Australia.
 #AK006 Koala Belt by Akubra .........................................................................................................................................$76

Belt sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size

The leather pouch, sewn onto the side of 
the belt, can hold a knife or multi-tool.

Wave Multi-Tool The Wave is Leather-
man’s most popular multi-tool. Four outside 
blades are easily accessible with just one 
hand. With a total of 17 tools and 2 bits, it 
is perfect for any job, adventure or every 
day task. The Wave has an all blade locking 
system with one-at-a-time blade selection 
for safety. A leather/nylon sheath easily at-
taches to your belt — or slip it inside our own Akubra Koala Belt pouch. Closed size is 
4”x11/2”x3/4”, weight is 8.5 ounces. Stainless steel. The Wave is covered by Leatherman’s 25 
year warrantee. Made in USA with US and imported parts.
 #4030 Wave Multi-Tool by Leatherman ......................................................................................................$90
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Snake Belt From the sterling silver snake head buckle, along the curved and supple 
body, to the rawhide rattlers stitched on the tail, this belt is a work of art. Designed and 
hand braided by Larry Knapp, it is a fine example of the sophisticated leatherwork being 
produced in the American Southwest. Larry Knapp initially developed his skills in Spain 
where there is a long tradition of leatherwork. This 12 strand belt is braided and then 
molded with a flat inner side and rounded outer side. The leather used is the finest cow-
hide. The ends of the strands are tapered, covered, and finished with rawhide stitching. 
The specially made sterling silver snake head buckle has a hook on the back to hold the 
belt without pulling the braid on the outside. The belt width is one inch, with a thickness 
of 5/16 inch in the body. Colors are Black or a Brown in blended shades, to suggest a dia-
mondback rattler. Hand crafted in the USA by Cordon y Cuero.
 #940 Black Snake Belt with Sterling Silver Buckle  ............................................................. $400
 #941 Multi-Brown Snake Belt with Sterling Buckle  ........................................................ $420

Belt sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42
Please state belt size

Hornback Crocodile Belt These belts are made from the back strap or central back 
portion of the saltwater crocodile skin. The leather in this section is bone free in the salt-
water crocodile, unlike that of other crocodilians, so the leather quality is uncompromised. 
The raised scutes give a three-dimensional quality, accentuated by the tanning and dye-
ing process. Each belt shows a gradation in the scutes from neck to tail, since each is made 
without joins from a single skin. The belt is well finished with a cowhide backing, suitable 
for casual wear. The solid brass buckle can be detached, so you may use your favorite 
buckle. These hand cut belts range in width from 11/4 to 11/2 inches wide. Crocodile leather 
keeper. Color is Dark Brown. Made in Australia from farm raised saltwater crocodiles.
 #942 Hornback Crocodile Belt .................................................................................................................................. $240

Belt sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size

Note on belt size:  The Hornback Crocodile Belts allow about +/- 1 inch adjustment, 1/2 inch less allow-
ance than our American belts. Order the next size up if your belts normally run tight.
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Braided Kangaroo Leather Belts Finely braided belts were a traditional specialty of 
the Australian whipmakers. In cutting a kangaroo skin for a whip, the center of the skin was 
often left too small for a second whip. This leather, the prime part of the skin, was ideal for 
belts. The usual style was a cinch ring belt with two harness rings or dees. The individual 
strands are turned over as they are braided past the end section, so that the grain side 
of the leather remains on the outside where the end folds back at the dees. The dees 
are attached by back-braiding the strands in the belt. There are no stitches to give way, 
no eyelets to tear, and the belt is continuously adjustable. We have brought this craft to 
America so that you may enjoy wearing these belts, fine examples of traditional craftsman-
ship at its best. The belts are available in Natural Tan, Black, or a Two-tone of natural tan 
and black strands. The natural tan darkens with sunlight and time. Our own production, 
hand crafted in the USA.

Cinch Ring Belt, 11/2 Inch Sixteen strands are used in this one and one-half inch wide 
belt. The dees are bronze with a matte finish.
 #817 Cinch Ring Belt, 11/2 inch wide ............................................................................................................... $125

Belt sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size and color – Natural Tan, Black or Two-tone

Airport Belt, 11/2 Inch We have used plastic D-rings in this braided belt, otherwise 
identical to our #817 Cinch Ring Belt. With no metallic parts, the belt is ideal for travelling 
attire as it can go through airport security screening without a problem.
 #818 Airport Belt, 11/2 inch wide .......................................................................................................................... $123

Belt sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size and color – Natural Tan, Black or Two-tone

Cinch Ring Belt, 1 Inch Twelve strands of kangaroo leather are braided together for 
this one inch wide belt. The dees are nickel-plated brass. 
 #807 Cinch Ring Belt, 1 inch wide ....................................................................................................................... $105

Belt sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size and color – Natural Tan, Black or Two-tone
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^ is pleased to offer an extensive selection of braided goods. Our in-
terest in leather braiding arose in the early 1960s from contact with some of the last of 
the Australian whipmakers trained as apprentices in the Victorian craft of hand braiding. 
The Australians worked in kangaroo leather, the finest leather available for braiding. Since 
that time we have offered a selection of braided leather goods, largely in kangaroo hide, 
and largely in the Australian style of work. Only a few leather craftsmen combine the skills 
honed by experience with the desire to do exceptional work. Fewer still have access to 
a market which is sufficiently sophisticated to appreciate the time and effort needed for 
work of this calibre.

Whips and Whipmaking This profusely illustrated book by 
D.W. Morgan is a comprehensive introduction to whips. It extends 
the treatment of dynamics and design discussed in the first edi-
tion and illustrates examples of many more styles of whips. Two 
major sections have been added, the development and distri-
bution of the Mongol whip, and a comprehensive review of the 
whips used in the Indiana Jones movies, including the resurgence 
of interest in whip cracking inspired by these movies. Paperback. 
Second edition. 219 pp.
#1594 Whips and Whipmaking .....................................................................................................$19.95

Whips of the West — An Illustrated History of American Whip-
making by D.W. Morgan. This book brings together and records the 
development of whips in the United States. It covers the produc-
tion of buggy whips in Westfield MA, a center for the growth of 
the Industrial Revolution in New England and carries on to the Dia-
mond Whip Company in Chicago and the handcrafted whips of 
the far West. The book is liberally illustrated and records essential 
historical documentation in the appendices. Paperback, 154 pp.
#1595 Whips of the West ..................................................................................................................................$12.95

The Art of the Bullwhip This DVD introduces the bullwhip, 
and the physics behind whip cracking, and demonstrates the el-
ementary throws. Outstanding performers show a wide variety 
of whip tricks and discuss whip cracking. 45 minutes. DVD format. 
#713 The Art of the Bullwhip DVD ...................................................................................................$20

Sales of books and DVDs are final. No returns or exchanges allowed.

David Morgan designed and braided Indiana Jones' iconic bullwhip. Each movie has 
helped fuel an interest in whips by hobbyists and professionals whether for stage perfor-
mance or sport whipcracking. David's three books concerning whips, his general willingess 
to help those interested in learning the craft, and the quality of his workshop products, 
have all inspired a new generation of whip makers. For more information on our hand 
crafted whips please visit us online at davidmorgan.com.
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Bull Whips This is our own 
production, used in the Indiana 
Jones and Mask of Zorro mov-
ies. It is a moderately heavy whip 
with the weight carried out well 
into the thong. The butt foun-
dation is about 8 inches long, 
well loaded for balance. It has 
a 12 plait kangaroo overlay. The 
length is measured from the butt 
to the end of the braid, not including the fall. Color is Natural Tan.
We first developed our bull whip some years ago when kangaroo products could not be 
imported into the United States. The general pattern was that of the Australian bull whip 
we had been offering. The Australian plaited belly construction was retained, but extend-
ed to two bellies, both now plaited in kangaroo hide. The butt was shortened, and the 
whip balanced as in the best American practice. In addition, since these whips are used by 
stuntmen who often employ whips under less than ideal conditions, the overlay is made 
in a heavy kangaroo, and the strands cut wide to give the whip greater durability under 
rough conditions. These bull whips have shown good endurance and shape retention 
over many years of use. Includes whip maintenance kit. Hand crafted at David Morgan.
 #451 Bull Whip, 6 ft.  ...................................................................................................................................................................... $690
 #453 Bull Whip, 8 ft.  ...................................................................................................................................................................... $810
 #455 Bull Whip, 10 ft.  ................................................................................................................................................................. $955
 #456 Bull Whip, 12 ft.  ..........................................................................................................................................................$1,115

Available in black on special order.  Add $30.00 per whip.
Please allow 4 weeks for delivery.

Whip Maintenance Kit Quality whips deserve good care. A maintenance kit is sup-
plied with each of our long lash braided leather whips. This kit, a $26 to $28 value, consists 
of a spare fall, 5 crackers, and a 6 oz. tub of Pecard Leather Dressing, with directions for 
fall and cracker replacement.

Whips and Whipcracking In the time when agriculture, con-
struction work and transportation were dependent upon animal 
power, and cattle were raised on the open range and driven to 
market, whips were a common part of everyday life, and were 
made in vast quantity and in many types and styles. Bullock drivers, 
drovers, cattlemen and coach drivers became highly skilled in the 

use of their whips. Today the skill in the work place is largely confined to cattlemen, but it 
has been maintained and developed by showmen in the Western shows and rodeos, by 
animal trainers in the circuses, and by whip artists in the theatres and at fairs.
The manufacture of long lash whips, once a flourishing trade, has all but disappeared. 
As part of our specialty interest in leather braiding, we maintain this craft with a limited 
production of whips, all hand cut from selected hides and hand braided. You will find our 
whips used by cattlemen from Montana to Florida, and by animal trainers, stuntmen and 
whip artists throughout America.

Please note: Due to the strict US Fish and Wildlife Service import and export regulations, 
we are unable to ship kangaroo leather products outside the US.
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Karaka Products is one of New Zealand’s leading providers of whips for the agricultur-
al market. Over the past few years Karaka Products has created synthetic whips designed 
for the beginning whip enthusiast or those who need a work-ready low-maintenance 
whip. Unlike many types of nylon whips, these synthetic whips are UV resistant and will 
not stretch appreciably. Get this whip wet with no worries, water cleans it. These whips are 
not leather and are not hand braided, but are rough and ready partners to our braided 
leather whips. 

Karaka Stock Whip Use this whip in the stockade for alerting cattle to your intentions, 
or use a pair to awe a human audience with a two-handed multiple cracking routine. This 
stock whip’s six foot thong is machine-braided synthetic rope, loaded with lead shot. The 
loaded thong and poured lead in the handle makes this whip easy to crack. The eight 
inch easy grip wrapped handle extends seventeen inches to the keeper that joins it to the 
thong. The seventeen inch fall is long lasting. Colors are Black or Wasp (yellow and black). 
Made in New Zealand.
 #366 Karaka Stock Whip, 6’ ............................................................................................................................................. $150

Please state color

Karaka Bull Whip This bullwhip is composed of machine braided synthetic rope load-
ed with lead shot, extending from a poured-lead weighted nylon handle. The combina-
tion of flexibility and weight makes for easy cracking. The fifteen inch butt foundation is 
wrapped with a nine inch easy grip handle. The bullwhip is available in two thong lengths: 
six feet and eight feet. The seventeen inch fall is long lasting. Colors are Black or Wasp (yel-
low and black). Made in New Zealand.
 #364 Karaka Bullwhip, 6’ ........................................................................................................................................................ $145
 #368 Karaka Bullwhip, 8’ ........................................................................................................................................................ $150

Please state color

Falls and Crackers We offer red hide falls 
and white hide falls, in a light weight to suit 
most Australian stock whips and bull whips, 
and in a heavy weight to suit our bull whips 
and some other American bull whips. These 
falls are cut from the best hide we can ob-
tain, and are well greased and stretched. Red 
Hide falls tend to wear down, White Hide are 
more prone to stretching. We also offer Kara-
ka’s synthetic fall and cracker (not shown)..

#391 Whip Fall, Red Hide ...............................................$13
#393 Whip Fall, White Hide ......................................$15

Please state weight: Light or Heavy

#392 Whip Cracker, Nylon ........................................ 5/$5

#KWF Karaka Synthetic Whip Fall ................$13
#KWC Karaka Synthetic Cracker ...........................$2

For more information on whip maintenance and repair, please check online at:
davidmorgan.com/whip_repair_services.html
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Fundamental 
Whip Cracking Techniques This DVD 
by Michael Murphy shows the basic cracks 
used in competition whip cracking in Aus-
tralia, including a good introduction to us-
ing whips in two hands. This is a clear and 
straightforward introduction. Michael Mur-
phy is one of Australia's leading competi-
tion whip crackers.
#726 Fundamental Whip Cracking 
      Techniques (50 min. DVD) ........................................$30

Whip Cracking Made Easy These 
DVDs feature Alex Green, a stunt coordi-
nator who grew up using whips in Austra-
lia. Alex worked in movies and television 
in Canada and the US for many years. The  
basic techniques used in whipcracking 
are shown in Part I. Part II is a significant 
exention, both more advanced and more 
demanding,  going into multiple cracking, 
two-handed work and target cutting. 
#720 Whip Cracking Made Easy, Part I 
 (50 minute DVD) ............................................................$20
#722 Whip Cracking Made Easy, Part II 
 (50 minute DVD) ............................................................$20

#355 Four-Plait Stock Whip ..................................$200
Red Hide or White Hide Leather

Alum tanned cowhide
Toheti cane handle with half plait in 

kangaroo leather
5’ thong, 2’ handle

Whip Maintenance Kit
Handcrafted in Australia

These four-plait stock whips are durable 
and hold up well as a general purpose 
yard whip, or as a pair may be used to 
develop a multiple cracking routine. The 
thongs are well shaped, and the whips 
crack readily.

Pocket Snake The pocket snake will roll 
up small enough to be carried in a pocket. 
The shot load extends well down the whip. 
12 plait kangaroo overlay, finely cut. The 
6 foot length is measured from the 5/8 inch 
butt to the end of the braid. Color is Natu-
ral Tan. Our own production, hand crafted 
in the USA. A whip maintenance kit is sup-
plied with this whip.
#351 Pocket Snake .....................................................................$610

Sales of DVDs are final.  
No returns or exchanges allowed.
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Braiding Supplies Kangaroo leather is by far the best leather for fine leather braid-
ing. We supply both skins and lace. Excess kangaroos are harvested in Australia under 
programs approved by both the Australian and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife authorities. The 
leather we offer is in a high strength full grain bark (vegetable) tannage, a premium selec-
tion for minimum scarring. 
We offer natural and black skins drum stuffed, that is with grease worked into the leather 
in heated rotating drums. Drum stuffing provides an even distribution of grease in the 
amount needed to ensure optimum properties of the leather. The natural color skins are 
a light tan color as received from the tannery, but darken with sunlight. The black skins 
are tannery dyed, and are black through the skin. The kangaroo we supply is from Packer 
Leather, Australia’s foremost tanner.

Kangaroo Skins The skins come in 
three weights: light (under about 0.8 mm 
thick), suitable for fine braiding; medium 
(about 0.8 mm), suitable for belts, stock-
whips and most horse gear;  and heavy 
(about 1.00 mm), suitable for belts and 
heavier gear and whips. Skins are mea-
sured in square decimeters. 10 square 
decimeters equal 1.076 square feet. Skins 
range in size from about 50 to 80 dm2 de-
pending on the weight and color. Colors 
are Natural Tan and Black.
 #963 Kangaroo Skin .........................................................................................................................................................  $2.35/dm2

Please state color and weight desired: Light, Medium or Heavy
Less 10% in lots of 250 dm2 and over (assorted)

How to Make Whips Ron Edwards was a folklorist with an in-
sight into leatherwork. This book presents a wide range of lore on 
the Australian stockwhip, with directions for making several styles. 
He covers fancy plaiting for handles, including ringwork, a special-
ty of the Australian whipmakers. Hardback. 166 pp.
#1591 How to Make Whips..........................................................................................................................$24.99

Kangaroo Lace, Machine Cut This lace is ma-
chine cut in Australia, and is a superior quality. This 
lace is a less greasy craft lace, not drum stuffed. As 
such, it will take dye readily, but should be heav-
ily greased with Pecard Leather Dressing before 
braiding. The machine cut lace is cut in circles and 
is spliced where flawed. It is square cut and has about two to three joins per 50 meters 
(164 feet), up to six joins per 100 meters (328 feet). We advise stretching this lace before 
using it in order to evaluate uniformity. Colors are Natural Tan or Black.
 #957 3 mm (1/8 inch) Machine Cut Lace, 100 meter roll ......................................... $135
 #959 6 mm (1/4 inch) Machine Cut Lace, 50 meter roll .............................................. $160

Please state color
Less 10% in lots of three or more rolls (assorted)
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Braiding Fine Leather — Techniques of the Australian Whip-
makers. This book by D.W.Morgan is designed to help the begin-
ning braider acquire basic skills in a straightforward manner and use 
these skills in simple projects. Full instructions with detailed illustra-
tions are presented for starting either with a side or skin of leather 
or with pre-cut lace.  Paperback. 148 pp.
#1593 Braiding Fine Leather ..........................................................................................................................$19.99

Kangaroo Lace Our premium quality kangaroo 
lace is hand cut from well trimmed drum stuffed skins, 
square cut so it may be pared to suit the work in hand. 
Cutting lace by hand avoids most flaws and permits 
more continuous cutting. The lace is in 60 foot balls, 
usually continuous but may have one or more joins. Colors are Natural Tan and Black.
The 1/8 inch lace is available in three weights: Light (under about 0.8 mm thick), suitable 
for fine braiding; Medium (about 0.8 mm), suitable for belts, stockwhips and most horse 
gear;  and Heavy (about 1.00 mm), suitable for belts and heavier gear and whips. 
 #955 1/8 inch Kangaroo lace,  hand-cut, 60 foot ball .....................................  .....................$68

Please state color and weight
Less 10% in lots of five or more balls (assorted)

The 1/4 inch lace is available in the Heavy weight (about 1.00 mm).
 #956 -HVY1/4 inch Kangaroo lace,  hand-cut, 60 foot ball ...............................$98

Please state color
Less 10% in lots of five or more balls (assorted)

Pecard Leather Dressing Pecard Leather Dressing, 
quietly manufactured in Wisconsin since 1902, is the jewel 
among the many leather dressings on the market today. It is 
based on a petroleum lubricant similar to vaseline, with ad-
ditions of selected waxes including beeswax. It is a dress-
ing which penetrates the leather, allows the fibers to bend 
and move without chafing and breaking, coats the fibres 
to inhibit oxidation, and helps maintain a desirable level of 
moisture in the leather. It is chemically neutral, carrying nei-
ther salts nor harsh solvents, and does not decompose to 
form damaging agents. It is an economical dressing — there are no volatile carrier agents 
such as water or kerosene to dilute the lubricant. Pecard Leather Dressing is the dressing 
used by the knowledgeable collectors of leather items and museum conservators.
Fine leather deserves good care. We recommend Pecard Leather Dressing for: leather 
luggage; fine leather goods; handbags; saddlery; boots and shoes; motorcycle leather; 
antique leather; leather furniture and leather car seats.
 #1111  Pecard Dressing, 6 oz. tub .................................................................................................................................$8
 #1112  Pecard Dressing, 16 oz. tub .......................................................................................................................$16
 #1113  Pecard Dressing, 32 oz. tub .......................................................................................................................$24
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Watch Lanyard The old-style watch lanyard has been used for many years by those 
who carry pocket watches or stop watches. The loops are of different widths. For most 
watches the narrow loop attaches more neatly. To give longer wear the wide loop may be 
attached to the watch where the bail is sufficiently large. Either loop attaches readily to the 
belt loop. The overall length is 12 inches. Our own production, hand crafted in the USA.
 #849 Watch Lanyard.............................................................................................................................................................................$34

Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

Signal Whips This whip is specially 
made for sled dog racers. It is a flexible 
heavily loaded shot whip in an 8 strand 
kangaroo braid. The braided cracker is 
braided into the point of the whip. Natu-
ral Tan or Black. Our own production, 
hand crafted in the USA.
#255 Signal Whip, Natural,  3 ft. ..................$180
#255-BLK Signal Whip, Black, 3 ft.  .........$205
#257 Signal Whip, Natural, 4 ft. ....................$200
#257-BLK Signal Whip, Black, 4 ft. ..........$225

Whistle Lanyards This 
four plait single snap 
whistle lanyard is hand 
braided in kangaroo 
leather with a sliding 
knot. Ideal for carrying a 
whistle, the lanyard has a 
stainless steel swivel and 
snap and a leather tassle. 
We also offer a double snap lanyard (not 
shown.) Color is Natural Tan. Our own 
production, hand made in the USA. 
#863 Braided Lanyard, Single Snap ............$47
#862 Braided Lanyard, Double Snap ......$47

Dog Quirt Dog quirts are used, or 
more correctly carried, as a symbol of au-
thority by those running dogs in field tri-
als. This quirt may be rolled up to fit in a 
pocket. It is in an 8 strand kangaroo hide 
braid, shot loaded, 30 inches long plus a 
double lash. Color is Natural Tan or Black. 
Our own production, hand crafted in the 
USA.
#251L Dog Quirt, Natural ..........................................$175
#251L-BLK Dog Quirt, Black .................................$150
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Bolo Ties These distinctive bolo ties are hand braided from six 
strands of kangaroo leather. The neck section is braided flat for com-
fort. The ties have sterling silver tips and a leather slide. The overall 
length, from end knot to end knot, not including sterling silver tips, 
is about 38 inches for the regular Bolo Tie, 42 inches (about 2 inches 
longer on each side) for the extra long. Colors are Natural Tan or Black.
#865 Bolo Tie, Sterling Silver Tips .....................................................................................................................$120
#865XL Extra Long Bolo Tie, Sterling Silver Tips ................................................................ $130

Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

Slide Shown Full Size
Made in USA

Leather Bracelets These bracelets are a product of true southwestern craftsmanship, 
braided from 4 and 8 strands of leather. The bracelets fasten with a sterling silver lobster 
claw clasp. The leather is vegetable tanned cowhide. Colors are Black or Saddle Tan. The 
size Medium bracelet has a devolved length of about 71/2 inches and generally fits women. 
The size Large bracelet has a devolved length of about 81/2 inches and generally fits men. 
Handcrafted in the USA by Cordon y Cuero.
 #1191 Four Strand Leather Bracelet ...................................................................................................................$52
 #1192 Eight Strand Leather Bracelet .................................................................................................................$84

Please state size (Medium or Large) and color

Our distinctive bolo ties are also 
available with a selection of ster-
ling silver slides. These hand braid-
ed bolo ties have sterling tips. Visit 
us online at davidmorgan.com for 
our complete selection.

Raven and the Box of Daylight Bolo Tie Raven took the sun from the Box of Daylight 
and put it in the sky to give us light. This portrayal is by Odin Lonning, a Tlingit from Ju-
neau. Sterling silver. Slide shown full size.
 #N967Y Box of Daylight Bolo Tie ........................................................................................................................ $240
 #N967YXL Extra Long Box of Daylight Bolo Tie ................................................................... $250

Sterling slide, sterling tips, 6 plait kangaroo cord
Please state color of cord — Natural Tan or Black
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Celtic Design Jewelry The Celts, whose lands spread across Europe from Hungary to 
Ireland two thousand years ago, left a rich legacy of art. They were skilled metal workers, 
with a strong interest in gold, silver and bronze ornaments for themselves and for their 
horse trappings. In Wales, where the language and culture survive with unbroken continu-
ity from those early times, the Celtic design tradition is still part of the living heritage. Our 
Celtic jewelry is drawn from both modern Welsh and older Celtic sources, with design as 
timely today as it was two thousand years ago.
Our sterling silver Celtic jewelry is either lost wax castings or stamped pieces made in the 
USA. Our sterling silver pendants come with sterling silver chains. Our gold Celtic jewelry 
pieces are hand polished lost wax castings, made in the USA. The gold pendants are sold 
without chains. Chains are offered separately on page 90. The jewelry is sent to you gift 
boxed, and most pieces come with a card explaining the background of the piece.

Everlasting Love — Serch Bythol 
Among the Celts, the triskele is used 
to represent the tripartite nature of 
life and people. In this jewelry two 
triskeles are linked together to form 
the circle of eternity, denoting two 
people, in body, mind and spirit, 
joined together in everlasting love.

Everlasting Love These fishhook earrings and necklet are double sided, available in 
sterling silver and 14 kt. gold. Made in USA.
 #3385E Everlasting Love Earrings, Sterling silver ......................................................................................$48
 #3385N Everlasting Love Necklet,  Sterling silver, 18" sterling chain  .............$48

 #3385Eg Everlasting Love Earrings, 14 kt. gold .......................................................................................$640
 #3385Ng Everlasting Love Necklet,  14 kt. gold, chain not included ...........$300

We suggest the #2322 chain for this necklet
 #2322 Gold Wheat Chain, 18 inch  ....................................................................................................................................$350

Everlasting Love Bracelet A 
pattern of three interwoven Celtic 
symbols for everlasting love, serch 
bythol, are shown on this bracelet. 
The three together denote past, present, and future. Devolved length is 61/4 inches, width 
at the center is 3/4 inch. Sterling silver. Made in USA, exclusive to David Morgan.
 #3393 Everlasing Love Bracelet, Sterling silver ....................................................................... $230

Shown Full Size
Made in USA
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#3296 St. Brynach’s Cross Bracelet .................................$230
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown 3/4 size

#N06BZ Claddagh Bracelet ..............................................................$300
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown 3/4 size

#2330E Never Ending Hearts Earrings..................$100
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size

#2330N Never Ending Hearts Necklet ......................$92
Sterling silver, 18” Sterling chain

Shown full size, made in USA

#3396 Never Ending Hearts Ring, 
              Sterling silver (7 mm width) ...... $100

Ring sizes 5 through 12 by half sizes
Shown full size, made in USA

Please check online at davidmorgan.com 
for our full selection of gold rings. Allow 3 
weeks for shipment of our gold rings.
#3396g Never Ending Hearts Ring, 
              14 kt. Gold (7 mm width) .........$1,000

Ring sizes 5 through 12 by half sizes
14 kt. Yellow or White Gold

#3391 Everlasting Love Necklace ....................$90
Sterling silver, Sterling chain

191/2” overall length
Shown full size, Made in USA
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Dragon Bracelet The two 
dragons shown on this sterling 
silver bracelet recall the fighting 
dragons of the time of Merlin, 
bringing to mind the struggle be-

tween the Welsh and the English. In the center of the bracelet between the dragons is a 
triskele spiral, representing the language, lands and freedom of the Welsh. The tripartite 
nature of life among the Celts is reflected in the three-part braid of the tails, the wings 
and the knot above the neck. Width 3/4 inch, devolved length 61/4 inches.
 #3284 Dragon Bracelet, Sterling silver ...................................................................................................... $230

Shown Full Size
Made in USA

Celtic Sailor’s Knot When Celtic 
sailors spent months at sea, they would 
often pass their free time creating 
rope mementoes for their loved ones. 
The Celtic Sailor’s Knot has two inter-
twined ropes joined together as one. 
Also known as the Celtic Lovers’ Knot, 
it came to symbolize two people joined 
together as one. Our Sailor’s Knot jew-
elry is a fine way to express your love to 
someone special.

Celtic Sailor’s Knot This elegant rendition of the Celtic Sailor’s Knot, or Celtic Lovers’ 
Knot, is available in Sterling silver. The leverback earrings and necklet are double sided. 
Shown full size. Made in USA.
 #2338N Sailor’s Knot Necklet, Sterling silver, 18” sterling chain ............................$48
 #2338E Sailor’s Knot Earrings, Sterling silver  ..................................................................................................$56

Barcud Barcud, the Red Kite, was once 
common throughout Britain, but has been 
killed and driven out of England. It retains a 
last foothold in Wales, as precarious and be-
leaguered as that of the Welsh themselves. 
We offer the Barcud pendant as a symbol 
of support for nature’s oppressed creatures 
and minority cultures. Sterling silver with an 
18 inch sterling chain. We offer this graceful 
pendant in both sterling silver and 14 kt. gold. Made in USA, exclusive to David Morgan.
 #3278 Barcud Pendant, Sterling silver, 18” sterling chain .....................................$60
 #3278g Barcud Pendant, 14 kt. Gold, Chain not included .............................. $340

We suggest the #2322 chain for this pendant.
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#3213E Spade Earrings ................................................................................$108
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size

#2372 Welsh Dragon Pendant ..........................$105
Sterling silver, 24” Sterling chain

Shown full size, Made in USA

#3434Eg Triskele Stud Earring, Gold ..$110
14 kt. Gold, made in USA

Shown full size

#3434E Triskele Stud Earring, Silver .........$25
Sterling Silver, made in USA

Shown full size

Welsh Dragon Tie Tack The Red Drag-
on, Y Ddraig Goch, is the national symbol 
of Wales, presented here as a tie tack. The 
Dragon is sterling silver, the clutch and pin 
are nickel plated brass. Shown full size.
Made in USA, exclusive to David Morgan.
#2279T Welsh Dragon Tie Tack ............................$82

#3431 Oak Leaf Pendant ...................................................$80
Sterling silver, 24” Sterling chain

Shown full size, Made in USA

#3218E Thistle Earrings ....................................................................................$66
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size
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Chi-Rho The Celtic Chi-Rho here shows a hooked 
rho, and a chi with expanded terminals. It is surrounded 
by the circle. The alpha and omega are incorporated 
into the top of the circle. All pieces are double-sided.
 #3221N Chi-Rho Necklet, Sterling silver, 18” sterling chain ............................$60
 #3221Ng Chi-Rho Necklet, 14 kt. Gold, Chain not included ..................... $360

We suggest the #2322 chain for this necklet.
 #3220 Chi-Rho Pendant, Sterling silver, 24” sterling chain ........................... $100
 #3220g Chi-Rho Pendant, 14 kt. Gold, Chain not included ..................$1,100

We suggest the #2323 chain for this pendant.

Croes Geltaidd— Celtic Cross This cross is inspired by the stone 
Celtic crosses found in many parts of Wales, dating from the early 
days of Christianity in Britain. It is simply executed in silver or 14 kt. 
gold. Shown full size.
#2270 Celtic Cross Pendant,  Sterling silver, 24" sterling chain ..............$68
#2270g Celtic Cross Pendant,  14 kt. gold, Chain not included ........$720

We suggest the #2323 chain for the gold Celtic Cross.

Shown Full Size
Made in USA

Celtic Crosses We are pleased to offer a number of Celtic crosses, in sterling silver 
and 14 kt. gold, from our extensive Celtic jewelry collection. Inspiration for these crosses 
comes from the stone Celtic crosses found throughout Britain in a wide variety of forms, 
from the starkly simple to the complex and highly ornamented.
Celtic crosses evolved in Britain from two Christian symbols, the Chi-Rho of the Emperor 
Constantine of Rome, and the linear cross, the simple rendition of the Roman execution 
cross. The Chi-Rho, a monogram of chi and rho, the first two letters of Christ in Greek, was 
incised into flat stone grave markers and pillar stones, large upright stone shafts, in the 4th 
century.

The linear cross, which came to represent the crucifixion of Christ, was 
first used on grave markers in the 5th century. The early crosses were 
very simple. The circle of the sun was later placed around the upper 
part, forming a design similar to that of some styles of the Chi-Rho. 
During the 5th and 6th centuries the Chi-Rho and linear cross symbols 
converged in design, creating the basis for the crosses we now recog-
nize as the Celtic Cross.
The earliest symbols were formed of simple lines cut into the stone 
face of a slab or pillar. Over time more ornament was added, such as 
the multiple lines in our Celtic cross, and the recurved hook on our 
Chi-Rho cross.
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The first free-standing shaped crosses appeared late in 
the 7th century. Early examples were carved as cross heads 
on a pillar, or with minimal protrusion of the horizontal 
member, well supported by the circle, as shown in our 
Croes Hir, or Long Cross. Later crosses developed intri-
cate ornamentation, with scriptural stories, such as our 
Muiredach’s Cross, which has full ornamentation on the 
front, back and sides of the cross.

St. Brynach’s Cross The great cross at Nanhyfer in Dy-
fed, Wales was carved in the 10th or 11th century. The stone 
cross stands thirteen feet high with a 241/2 inch diameter 
head. The church of St. Brynach, in the yard of which this 
cross stands, was founded by St. Brynach in the 6th century.

Muiredach’s Cross Muiredach’s Cross of Monasterboice is an out-
standing example of later period Celtic crosses, with full ornamenta-
tion on both front and back and on the sides. This small cross is a finely 
detailed reproduction, including edge ornamentation.
#2340 Muiredach’s Cross, Sterling silver, 18” sterling chain ............................$58
#2340g Muiredach’s Cross, 14 kt. gold, Chain not included....................... $340

We suggest the #2322 chain for the Muiredach’s Cross

Croes Hir The Croes Hir, or Long Cross, is a simple 
yet elegant cross of the longer shape found in some of 
the first free-standing stone Celtic crosses erected in the 
eighth century. Our Croes Hir necklet (not shown) and 
fishhook earrings are sterling silver. The necklet has an 18 
inch sterling silver chain. Made in USA.
 #3308 Croes Hir Necklet, Sterling silver, 18” sterling chain..............................$60
 #3307E Croes Hir Earrings, Sterling silver ..............................................................................................$77

St. Brynach’s Cross The St. Brynach’s Cross is set in 
Celtic style against the circle of the sun, and ornamented 
with the endless ribbon of eternity. The design is deeply 
incised in the substantial pendant and pin (not shown). 
Sterling silver. Made in USA.
#2275 St. Brynach’s Cross Pendant, Sterling silver, 
 24” sterling chain ..................................................................................................$132
#2275P St. Brynach’s Cross Pin, Sterling silver ...........................$110

Shown Full Size
Made in USA
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Celtic Heron Bracelet The Heron, Creyr, is the Creator among the Celts. Here two 
herons are appropriately shown as part of the everlasting ribbon of eternity. This ster-
ling silver bracelet is slightly tapered, as early Celtic bracelets found in Wales. Devolved 
length is 61/4 inches, width at the center is 3/4 inch. Sterling silver. Made in USA.
 #3283 Celtic Heron Bracelet, Sterling silver .................................................................................. $230

Creyr— The Heron In this pendant and earrings the Heron of our Wedding Rings (page 
96) is shown inside the Celtic knot formed by the endless ribbon of eternity. The pieces, 
shown here in gold, are double-sided and are available in sterling silver or 14 kt gold.
 #3341E Creyr Earrings, Sterling silver .............................................................................................................$66
 #3340 Creyr Pendant, Sterling silver, 24" Sterling chain .........................................$72
 #3341Eg Creyr Earrings, 14 kt. gold ............................................................................................................... $680
 #3340g Creyr Pendant, 14 kt. gold, Chain not included .................................... $600

We suggest the #2323 chain for the gold pendant.

Creyr — the Heron was the 
creator of life among the Celts. 
Creyr brought the babies, much 
as the stork among the Teutonic 
peoples. Renditions of the heron 
are common in Celtic art, ranging 
from simple terminal figures to 
complex intertwined knotwork.

Gold Neck Chains For use with our gold necklets 
and pendants we offer 14 kt. gold chains. These are the 
wheat pattern, one of the stronger and longer wear-
ing chains. The lighter weight chain is suitable for the 
smaller necklet pieces and smaller crosses, the heavier 
weight chain goes well with our larger pendants and 
larger crosses. The gold chains have lobster claw clasps.
 #2322 Gold Wheat Chain, Light, 18 inch (about 3.1 gm) ................................. $350 
 #2323 Gold Wheat Chain, Heavy, 24 inch (about 10.6 gm) .................$1,100
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#3380 Double Helix Wedding Band, 
              Sterling silver ..................................................................$80

Ring sizes 5 through 12 by half sizes
Made in USA, Shown full size

#150 Engagement Ring Box .........................................$21
21/8 x 21/4 x 17/8

#151 Wedding Ring Box .....................................................$23
3 x 2 x 11/2

#152 Pendant/Earring Box ..............................................$34
33/8 x 33/8 x 11/2

Lacquered Cherry Wood, Made in China

#3372Eg Heron Earrings, Gold ........................$270
14 kt. Yellow Gold, Made in USA

Shown Full Size

#3302Sg Celtic Wedding Ring,
     size 4 to 7 ..........................................................................................$700
#3302Lg Celtic Wedding Ring,
     size 71/2 to 12 ..............................................................................$750
#3302Xg Celtic Wedding Ring,
     size 121/2 to 14 .........................................................................$820

14 kt. Yellow or White Gold
Made in USA, Shown full size

#3302 Celtic Wedding Ring, 
              Sterling silver ..................................................................$75

Ring sizes 5 through 12 by half sizes
Made in USA, Shown full size

#3373g Heron Necklace, Gold .........................$550
14 kt. Yellow Gold, with 14 kt Gold  Chain

Made in USA
Shown Full Size

Visit us online at davidmorgan.com for more 
Celtic engagement and wedding rings.
Please allow 3 weeks for shipment of our 
gold Celtic wedding and engagement rings.
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Jewelry of the Pacific Northwest We 
are pleased to offer jewelry by a number 
of noted jewelers here in the Pacific North-
west. These designs have in common their 
high quality and portrayal of the Pacific 
Northwest. Please visit us online at david-
morgan.com for our entire selection.  

Tenby Daffodil This daffodil, hand crafted in sterling 
silver, is by Warren Jewelers, noted jewelers in Washington 
State who have gained an international reputation for their 
portrayal of the flowers grown in Washington’s Skagit Valley. 
We particularly like these daffodils which bridge our inter-
ests in the Pacific Northwest and Wales. The Tenby daffodil 
is native to Pembrokeshire, Wales and blooms around March 
1, St. David’s Day. The necklet (not shown) and matching le-
verback earrings are sterling silver. The necklet has an 18” 
sterling silver chain. Made in USA.
#2339N Tenby Daffodil Necklet, Sterling silver.........................................$65
#2339E Tenby Daffodil Earrings, Sterling silver ....................................$100

#G161P Hummingbird Pin ......................................................................$89
Sterling silver with black enamel eye

Made in Alaska by Judie Gumm

Shown Full Size
Made in USA

Pink Diamond Tulip One of the finest pink tulips, this 
late blooming Pink Diamond variety is grown in the Skagit 
valley, home to the annual Skagit Valley Tulip Festival. The 
tulip is portrayed here in full bloom with open petals. The 
flower is sandblasted for a textured finish. Sterling silver. An 
18” sterling silver chain is included. Made in USA.
#2334N Pink Diamond Tulip Necklet, Sterling silver .....................$92

#G157P Highbush Cranberry Pin ...........................................$85
Sterling silver with Garnet berries
Made in Alaska by Judie Gumm
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#G277E Acorn Earrings .....................................................................................$48
#G177 Acorn Necklace......................................................................................$55

Sterling silver with freshwater pearl
Made in Alaska by Judie Gumm

#G163P Chickadee Pin.......................................................................................$89
Sterling silver with red jade berries

Made in Alaska by Judie Gumm

#2334E Pink Diamond Tulip Earrings............................$80
Sterling silver, leverback earrings
Made in USA by Warren Jewelers

#G248E Blueberry Earrings ....................................................................$52
Sterling silver with Lapis berries
Made in Alaska by Judie Gumm

#G148 Blueberry Pendant..................................................................$118
Sterling silver with Lapis berries

18” sterling silver chain with Lapis berries
Made in Alaska by Judie Gumm

#2339N Gold Tenby Daffodil Necklet ..................$340
Three colors of 14 kt. gold

Made in USA by Warren Jewelers
We suggest the #2322 chain for this necklet.

#2322 Gold Wheat Chain, 18 inches........................$350
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Cavin Richie Jewelry Cavin Richie grew up in Colorado surrounded by the natural 
beauty of the Rocky Mountains. He moved to Washington State in 1970 and has lived 
near the sea ever since. Cavin’s designs are a reflection of his surroundings. His line in-
cludes birds, mammals and amphibians, all accurately detailed. For the past thirty years 
he has carved with shed elk antler and woolly mammoth ivory. These carvings became the 
basis for his lost wax casting jewelry.
“Carving,” says Cavin “is like touching antiquity. I feel a kinship with a long lineage of carv-
ers dating back to the Pleistocene.” 
We are pleased to offer these solid bronze lost wax castings. A patina complements the 
earthy metal, giving each piece a unique finish. The fishhook earrings have hypoallergenic 
(gray niobium) hooks. All pieces are shown full size.

Shown Full Size
Made in USA

Hummingbird Heart 
Two hummingbirds touch beaks 
and tails forming a heart shape. 
The deep ruby red gorget on each 
bird complements the bronze 
metal and green patina. Copper 
beads tip the ends of the 18 inch 
sterling silver chain with a toggle 
clasp. Bronze. Made in USA 
#KBSC-336 Hummingbird Heart
          Necklace ........................................................ $104

Sea Turtle A sea turtle swimming through the ocean is the epitome of grace and beau-
ty. Cavin places a green patina on the head and legs while keeping the shell its natural 
bronze color. Copper, heishi and amazonite beads decorate the 20 inch antiqued silver 
chain with toggle clasp. Matching fishhook earrings with a copper bead. Bronze. Made in USA.
 #KBN-90 Sea Turtle Necklace ...................................................................................................................................... $126
 #KBE-23 Sea Turtle Earrings .................................................................................................................................................$54
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#KBE-2A Dragonfly  Earrings ..............................................................$54

#KB-308  Sandhill Crane Pin .................................................................$54

#KBN-350 Crow Necklace...................................................................$117

#KBN-65 Hummingbird Necklace ............$126

#KBE-3 Hummingbird Earrings ............................$54

#KBE-6 Tree Frog Earrings .........................................................................$54
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The North Coast Collection designed by Paul Wagner, is inspired by the Northwest 
coast. The pieces shown here will bring back memories to all who have lived in or visited 
the area. The jewelry pieces are sterling silver lost wax castings, made in the USA.

Millennium Moon Series In this series Paul 
Wagner has portrayed the changing patterns of 
the year in the Northwest with a different moon 
pendant for each month. Each pendant is sterling 
silver, about 3/4 inch in diameter, with a 20 inch ster-
ling chain. The pendants are double sided, with a 
complementary design on the back.
#3426 Millennium Moon Pendant, Sterling silver.......$75

Please state moon Front Back

Sterling Silver
Shown Full Size

Made in USA

Visit us online at davidmrogan.com for the entire Mil-
lennium Moon Series in sterling silver and 14 kt. gold.

10. October Moon
Bear Foraging Moon

11. November Moon
Fog Woman's Moon

12. December Moon
Moon of Long Nights

1. January Moon
Moon over Sleeping Giants

9. September Moon
Turtle Moon

Raven and Eagle The raven and eagle 
are often found together in Pacific North-
west art. They are depicted in many ways, 
such as a symbol of love found in our love-
birds jewelry. This pendant design by Paul 
Wagner shows the pair holding the sun 
between their breasts. The reverse shows 
the moon. Sterling silver with 20 inch ster-
ling silver box chain. Matching sterling 
silver leverback earrings show the eagle 
and raven heads, with the sun held in the 
raven’s beak. Made in USA.
#3404 Raven and Eagle Pendant ..................$132
#3404E Raven and Eagle Earrings ...................$70
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#3511E Moon Earrings, Sterling silver ..$44
#3511Eg Moon Earrings, 14 kt. gold ....$250

#3403E Halibut Earrings, 
   Sterling silver ..................................................................$86

#3422E Heron Earrings, Sterling silver . $55
#3420 Heron Pendant, Sterling silver ..... $82

18” Sterling silver chain

#3403 Halibut Pendant, 
   Sterling silver ..................................................................$81

20” Sterling silver chain

#3421 Moon through the Cedars
          Pendant, Sterling silver ......................................$70
#3421E Moon through the Cedars
          Earrings, Sterling silver .......................................$70

#3399 Mountain Sunrise Ring ...........................$105
Sterling silver with 18 kt gold sun inlay

Ring sizes 5 through 11 by half sizes
Please state ring size
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Frederick Design Jewelry This hand-crafted lead-free pewter and copper jewelry is 
made in Canada by Frederick Design. These high quality pieces are designed by various 
artists including Native Canadians from both coastal and interior tribes.

Shown Full Size
Made in Canada

Wolf Bracelet The wolf here is de-
fined by the teeth and flaring nostrils. 
Designed by Dan Yunkws, a Gitxsan 
from Hazelton, B.C. Width is 5/8 inch, 
devolved length is 61/2 inches. The bracelet is backed with a durable, non-toxic sealer to 
prevent the copper from turning green. Made in Canada by Frederick Design.
 #PFCBR2 Wolf Bracelet, Copper ................................................................................................................................$27

Orca This Orca is a compact design incorporating a 
raven in the tail. This is a substantial pendant on an ad-
justable cord, designed by Dan Yunkws, a Gitxsan from 
Hazelton, B.C. The matching Orca earrings are set on 
fishhook wires. Made in Canada from lead-free pewter.
#PF310 Orca Pendant ................................................................................................................$22
#PFSH310 Orca Earrings ......................................................................................................$20

Inukshuk Throughout the North 
American tundra, from Alaska to Green-
land, you’ll find these cairns dotting the 
landscape. With few natural markers, in-
uksuit are necessary for navigation, as a 
food cache or to mark hunting grounds. 
Wear this pendant and earrings as your 
own symbolic guide for a safe journey. 
The Inukshuk pendant is on an adjustable cord, 18 to 32 inches in length. The matching 
earrings are set on hypoallergenic fishhook wires. Made in Canada from lead-free pewter.
 #PF522 Inukshuk Pendant ........................................................................................................................................................$17
 #PFSH522 Inukshuk Earrings ..............................................................................................................................................$20
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#PFBB401B Eagle Buckle, Pewter.....................$33
Size 31/2 x 2”  — Fits 11/2” belts

The Eagle is shown in profile with richly 
detailed feathers and a hematite eye. 
Made in Canada from lead-free pewter.

#2662 Wolf Embroidered T-Shirt ...................$28
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL  — Color Gray

100% Heavyweight cotton
Designed in Canada by Errol Hillis

Made in Mexico

#2661 Raven & Sun T-Shirt ...........................................$28
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL  — Color Black

100% Heavyweight cotton
Designed in Canada by Fred Clifton

Made in Mexico

#2660 Orca Embroidered T-Shirt...................$28
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL  — Color Black

100% Heavyweight cotton
Designed in Canada by Yuki Adams

Made in Mexico

#B322 Bear & Frog Spirit Box ..............................$100
6” length, 31/2 x 21/2” interior
Natural resin composite

Made in Canada by Boma

#PF603 Snow Goose Pin......................................................$20
Lead-free pewter by Frederick Design

Shown full size
Made in Canada
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Chess Set This chess set is a reproduction of an argillite chess set in the Canadian Civ-
ilization Museum’s Haida Gwaii collection.  The set was carved by Christian M. White, 
a member of the Haida Nation, in 1997.  In creating the set, he spent a great deal of 
time reflecting on how to portray the Haida culture within chess traditions. His inpiration 
came from the seven main figures of Haida mythology. As a game of chess has only six 
characters, the two Rooks were each assigned a different Haida figure, completing the 
Haida pantheon without affecting the strategy of the game. The artist chose his father’s 
Eagle clan to represent the King and his mother’s Raven clan to represent the Queen. The 
Bishop Frog, Orca (Killer Whale) Knight, Rook Bear, Rook Beaver and human form of the 
Watchman complete the set. The museum quality reproductions are made from a natural 
resin composite to attain the heft of the argillite originals. The chess set is comprised of 16 
black pieces and 16 white pieces. Made in Canada by Boma.
 #B225 Chess Set (without Board) ....................................................................................................................... $500
 #B223 Chess Set with #B224 Board ................................................................................................................ $900

Chess Board This elegant chess board is 
perfect for Christian White’s chess set. Made 
from maple and Purple Heart woods, the 
board’s hinged top covers storage for all 
32 chess pieces. Size is 20” x 20” x 3”. Each 
square is 2” x 2”. Made in Canada.
#B224 Chess Board ............................................................................$420
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Argillite Reproductions The Haida carvings in argillite 
are some of the finest presentations of totemic art. These 
reproductions are well made from original work in Canada, 
made in a natural resin composite with the heft and finish 
of the originals. These museum quality reproductions of 
the older work are available in a range of styles that can be 
more casually displayed so that the art can be enjoyed on 
an everyday basis. The reproductions are made by Boma, 
a Canadian company producing a range of collectibles and 
giftware.

#B118 Eagle King .......................$20
31/4” tall

#B117 Raven Queen ...........$20
3” tall

#B120 Frog Bishop ..................$20
23/4” tall

#B121 Orca Knight ...................$16
21/4” tall

#B122 Bear Rook ........................$16
2” tall

#B123 Beaver Rook ...............$16
2” tall

#B124 Watchman Pawn ..$14
21/2” tall

Individual Chess Pieces The chess pieces carved by 
Christian M. White are delightful small totems on their own. 
We offer the black chess pieces individually. Natural resin 
composite. Color is Black. Made in Canada by Boma.
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Indian Jewelry of the Pacific Northwest The distinctive artistic tradition of the In-
dians of the Pacific Northwest has shown a continuing vitality despite the generally dev-
astating effect of the coming of the Europeans upon their culture. Today this tradition is 
flourishing with younger artists both following and reinterpreting the traditions of the 
older culture and responding to the newer forces of their present life. The carvings, paint-
ings, textiles and jewelry are finding an enthusiastic reception not only within the tribal 
communities and with tourists, but in the artistic world at large.
Our sterling silver Northwest Indian jewelry pieces are either lost wax castings or stamped 
pieces made in the USA. Our sterling silver pendants come with sterling silver chains. The 
jewelry is sent to you gift boxed, and most pieces come with a card explaining the back-
ground of the piece.

Lovebirds Haida and Tlingit Indians have 
two main clans, the Eagles and the Ravens. 
Traditionally, members of the same clan can-
not marry, so marriages typically signify the 
joining of an eagle to a raven. Designs linking 
eagle and raven are popular in items such as 
bracelets and rings, given as gifts between 
couples of these clans.

Lovebirds  This sophisticated design is by Odin Lonning, a Tlingit from Juneau. The 
pendant and matching pin (not shown) display the lovebirds, eagle (with a sharply curved 
beak) and raven (with a slightly curved beak) within a heart shape. Sterling silver. Shown 
full size. Made in USA.
 #N980 Lovebirds Pendant, Sterling silver, 24" sterling chain ................... $165
 #N52080P Lovebirds Pin, Sterling silver ............................................................................................... $140

Lovebirds Trade Bracelet and Ring  So-called trade bracelets have been made in 
the Northwest since the early 1900’s, and sold primarily to the coastal tribes. They are 
often used as potlatch gifts. The early patterns tended to be narrow, with the design on 
the terminals. Recent designs tend to be wider, with the design centered on the wide 
middle of the bracelet. Eagle and Raven, known as the lovebirds, are joined together in 
this sterling silver bracelet designed by Bill Wilson, a Tlingit raised in Hoonah, Alaska. 
The bracelet is struck from the original die made in the early 1900’s. The Lovebirds Trade 
Bracelet has a devolved length of 7 inches. The matching sterling silver ring adjusts readily 
from about size 5 to size 10. Made in USA.
 #N723B Lovebirds Trade Bracelet, Sterling silver ............................................................ $190
 #N817R Lovebirds Trade Ring, Sterling silver ..............................................................................$74
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#N22080E Lovebirds Earrings ...................................................$102
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size

#N32080N Lovebirds Necklet, 
   18” sterling chain ........................................................................$110

Sterling silver, made in USA
Shown full size

#2822 Raven Notecards, pack of six .................................$19
Designed by Marvin Oliver
5 x 7” cards plus envelopes

Made in USA

#N764B Eagle Bracelet..................................................................................$405
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown 3/4 size

#N763B Lovebirds Bracelet .............................................................$305
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown 3/4 size

#N22164E Southern Resident Truibute 
 Earrings .....................................................................................................................$90

Sterling silver, made in USA
Shown full size
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Raven Stealing the Sun Long ago, by the mouth of a great river, lived an old chief and 
his only daughter. It was said that the old man kept the sun hidden away in a box. Raven 
wanted to have this sun and had tried to get it many times without success. At length he hit 
on a plan. He noticed that the daughter went to the well every day for a supply of water, 
so he transformed himself into a pine needle, dropped into her drinking water and was 
swallowed. She became pregnant and in due time he was reborn as the chief 's grandson. 
Thus he gained access to the house.
Raven became a great favorite with the old chief who let him have anything he asked for. 
One day he asked to play with the sun box, but this the old man refused to grant. Raven 
gave him no peace, and finally, weary of his whining, his grandfather let him play with it. 
The Raven quickly took the box and rolled it about until he had it outside. Then dashing 
the box to pieces, he took the sun in his beak and placed it in the sky, where it has been 
giving light to the world ever since.

Raven and the Box of Daylight Raven took the sun 
from the Box of Daylight and put it in the sky to give us 
light. This portrayal is by Odin Lonning, a Tlingit from 
Juneau. Sterling silver. The pendant has a 24” sterling sil-
ver chain. Fishhook earrings. Shown full size.
#N967 Raven and the Box of Daylight Pendant ..............$140
#N967P Raven and the Box of Daylight Pin .............................$120
#N967E Raven and the Box of Daylight Earrings ..........$125

Sterling Silver
Shown Full Size

Made in USA

Native Chevron Bracelet  
Geometric designs are not com-
mon as the main theme in the 
Northwest Coast art but are 
found usually as minor parts of 
pictorial designs or in basketry. 
This bracelet designed by Barry 
Herem depicts a simple chevron 
pattern. The width is 5/8 inch, the devolved length 61/4 inches. Sterling silver. Made in USA.
 #N805B Native Chevron Bracelet, Sterling silver ............................................................... $260
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#N178E Scolding Raven Earrings..............................................$86
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size

#N178 Scolding Raven Pendant ...........................................$134
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size

#N22061E River Otter Earrings ...................................................$88
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size

#N42061 River Otter Pendant ................................................$140
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size

#N42071 Humpback Whale Pendant .................$128
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size

#N734B Raven Stealing the Sun Bracelet .......$420
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown 3/4 size
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Emerging Mankind Bracelet After the great flood, Raven was gorging himself on 
edibles on the beach. Hearing some strange sounds, he found a giant clamshell with little 
beings wiggling inside. He crooned and coaxed them out, and they were the first humans. 
This sterling silver bracelet recalls mankind emerging from the giant clamshell. The brace-
let width is 3/4 inches, devolved length is 63/8 inches. Made in USA.
 #N747B Emerging Bracelet, Sterling silver ....................................................................................... $260

Volcano Woman’s Tears The story of the Volcano Woman and her Frog-son, a myth of 
the Haida, describes how an entire village was destroyed by a volcano. Once, five young 
hunters, among them a Prince, went to a nearby stream to fish for trout. After they had 
caught some and roasted them for dinner, a large frog appeared and jumped onto the 
trout. The Prince at once caught the frog, threw it into the fire and killed it. But the frog 
was the son of the Volcano Woman. Soon the Prince and his companions heard the wail-
ing of the Volcano Woman, “My son! Give me back my son!”, and the frightened hunters 
set off for their village. The woman cursed them as they ran, saying, “Each of you shall 
die, one by one!” And so it happened, the hunters dropping dead one by one, until only 
the Prince remained. As he reached the village and told of the disaster, he also died. The 
rumblings of the volcano increased as the wailing of the woman grew louder, and the fire 
and lava flows destroyed the entire village. Only a few people survived. The tears of the 
Volcano Woman as she sought her son are often portrayed by small frogs creeping down 
her cheeks.

Volcano Woman’s Tears  The 
tears of the Volcano Woman, a 
powerful figure among the North-
west Coast tribes, are portrayed on 
this necklet and matching earrings 
as small frogs on a weathered cedar 
pole. Leverback earrings. Sterling 
silver. Shown full size. Made in USA.
 #2329E Volcano Woman’s Tears Earrings, Sterling silver ........................................$96
 #2329N Volcano Woman’s Tears Necklet, 18” sterling chain .........................$65

Sterling Silver
Shown Full Size

Made in USA
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#N818R Wolf Trade Ring ............................................................................$80
Sterling silver, made in USA

Adjusts readily from about size 5 to size 10.
Shown full size

#NC766B Copper Double Raven Bracelet $135
Copper, made in USA

Shown 3/4 size

The Double Raven bracelet is also avail-
able in Sterling silver (not shown.)
#N766B  Double Raven Bracelet .........................................$225

Sterling silver, made in USA
Not shown

#N786B Wolf Bracelet ...................................................................................$375
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown 3/4 size

#N1007E Wolf Earrings...............................................................................$102
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size

#N22072E Dall’s Porpoise Earrings ......................................$86
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size

#N812R Narrow Raven Trade Ring ...................................$78
Sterling silver, made in USA

Adjusts readily from about size 5 to size 10.

#N22068E Night Song Earrings ....................................................$98
Sterling silver, made in USA

Shown full size
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Allie High Notecards Allie High is Tsimshian (Raven), Haida and Aleut. Her distinctive 
designs reflect traditional themes found in Northwest Native American art. Each pack 
contains two cards each of four designs: Heron, Evening Star, Hibernating Rhythm and 
Wolf Crescent. The notecards are 51/4 x 51/4 inches. Eight cards and envelopes per pack. 
Made in USA. 
 #TGSET-HIG Allie High Notecards .........................................................................................................................$17

Please note that these square envelopes require additional postage when mailed through the USPS.

Woolly Mammoth Ivory Earrings Woolly mam-
moth ivory is still found in the permafrost of Alaska and 
the Yukon Territory. The ivory beads hang gracefully 
from a sterling silver chain. Lever back sterling silver ear-
rings. Shown full size. Made in USA.
#TG3E Woolly Mammoth Ivory Earrings .......................................................$70

Woolly Mammoth Ivory Bracelet The woolly mammoth ivory beads in this bracelet 
are approximately 1/4 inch in diameter with several smaller beads at each end. Three rings 
allow for different length adjustments. Adjustable to 71/2 inches, 8 inches or 83/8 inches. 
The chain and clasp are made of sterling silver. Made in USA.
 #TG3B Woolly Mammoth Ivory Bracelet ......................................................................................................................$80

Orca This sterling silver Orca trade ring was designed by Bill Wil-
son, a Tlingit raised in Hoonah, Alaska. The self sizing ring adjusts 
readily from about size 5 to size 10. Shown full size. Made in USA.

 #N814R Orca Trade Ring, Sterling silver ..................................................................................................$76
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Trivets These trivets, designed by Mark Garfield, are made from recycled glass and are 
heat resistant to 340oF. Designed to be used, each trivet has protective felt dots on the 
back to prevent scratching fine surfaces. Alternatively, the trivets can be displayed as art 
— a small hole is drilled in the back for easy hanging. Size is 67/8 by 63/4 inches. Colors are 
Slate or Rosewood Made in Canada by Boma.
 #B305 Salmon Trivet ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................$28
 #B306 Frog Trivet ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................$28

Please state color: Slate or Rosewood

Mark Garfield was born and raised on the West Coast of British Columbia. He devel-
oped an interest in carving at an early age copying totem poles and masks that inspired 
him throughout his youth. Mark’s work reflects a contemporary approach to traditional 
northwest coast art influences which have shaped his carving style. His work is held in 
private and corporate collections around the world.

Pewter Ladle and Fork This pewter ladle and fork are in the shape of the old horn 
spoons carved by the Pacific Northwest coastal Indians. The carving on the handle shows 
the bear and raven stealing the sun. The pewter used is free of heavy metals, and suitable 
for use with food. The ladle and matching fork make elegant serving pieces. The length is 
81/2 inches. Made in Canada by Boma.
 #B401 Pewter Ladle...................................................................................................................................................................................................................$80
 #B402 Pewter Fork .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$80
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Begg Lambswool Scarf Angora and 
lambswool blend together for a scarf that is 
incredibly soft and light. The Jura wool pro-
vides warmth and wicking properties while 
the Angora adds a silky feel. 75% Jura Lamb-
swool and 25% Angora. Size is 12 inches x 
60 inches plus a 3 inch fringe. Colors are Ev-
ergreen, Bordeaux, Denim or Morton Brown 
(striped). Dry Clean Only. Made in Scotland.
 #2520 Begg Lamswool Scarf ..............................................................................................................................................................................$70

Please state color

Begg Scotland Alex Begg & Company was established in 1869, making traditional 
hand-woven shawls in the Scottish town of Paisley. In 1902 the business re-located to the 
Ayrshire coast where they are still based today. Begg Scotland still very much adopts a 
crafted approach to its production, blending modern weaving techniques and artistry to 
create some of the finest cashmere and wool scarves available.

Begg Arran Cashmere Scarf Noted for its 
warmth, light weight and softness, cashmere is 
also strong and will last for years with proper 
care. The trademark ripple pattern, a symbol 
of Begg’s quality, can be seen throughout the 
cloth. The scarf measures 12 inches x 60 inches, 
plus a 3 inch fringe. Colors are Gray, Black or 
Natural. 100% Scottish Cashmere. Dry Clean 
Only. Made in Scotland.
#2540 Begg Arran Cashmere Scarf ...............................$215

Please state color

The Begg signature cloth Arran, noted for its warmth 
and softness, is woven from the finest quality cash-
mere yarn. The cloth is finished with natural teasels 
that gently brush the surface of the cloth to create 
the unique Begg ‘ripple’ finish and cloud-soft handle.
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Wool Fat Soap Mitchell’s Original Wool 
Fat Soap is made from the natural lanolin ex-
tracted from the fleece of sheep. The lanolin 
keeps the sheep dry, and is responsible for 
the soft skin on the hands of shearers and 
wool-classers, despite the arduous work of 
shearing sheep or sorting wool.
The soap contains no strong synthetic scents 

or coloring agents and is gentle to the skin. If you have problems with soaps made from 
animal body fat with additives, we suggest you try Mitchell’s Wool Fat Soap with its sooth-
ing lanolin. This fine soap is still made to the formula developed in the early 1900's in 
Bradford, the center for the English wool fleece industry. It is offered in a gift pack of three 
large 5.29 oz. bars. Made in England.
 #2881 Wool Fat Soap Gift Pack ......................................................................................................................................$31

Wool Fat Shampoo Like Mitchell’s Original Wool Fat Soap, this 
shampoo contains natural lanolin extracted from the fleece of sheep. 
The lanolin keeps the sheep dry, and is responsible for the soft skin on 
the hands of shearers and wool-classers, despite the arduous work of 
shearing sheep or sorting wool. The same lanolin will keep your hair 
soft and manageable. 5 fl oz. Made in England.
#2882 Wool Fat Shampoo ........................................................................................................................................................$13

Linen Bath Towel and Backscrubber There are times when you want to dry yourself 
with gentle pats from a thick soft cotton bath towel, and other times when you want to dry 
off with a more invigorating rub. This linen terry towel is for those invigorating times. Take 
care not to be carried away when first you use it! It is loomed in 66% linen, 34% cotton, 
in a highly absorbent quick drying terry. It is a fully finished bath towel in the finest tradi-
tion with five inch borders and a sewn-in loop for hanging on a hook. As natural linen, it 
softens and becomes lighter in color with washing. The towel is 28" x 54". The matching 
Backscrubber is 6” x 48”. Machine wash. Color is Taupe. Made in Ireland.
 #1932 Linen Bath Towel................................................................................................................................................................$90
 #1933 Linen Backscrubber .....................................................................................................................................................$30
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Made in USA

Heron Heart Pin Two herons, one 
finished with a distinctive green patina, 
stand together. With long, graceful necks 
and touching beaks they form a heart. The 
pin attaches with two nickel posts. Bronze. 
Made in USA.
#KB-11  Heron Heart Pin ..............................................................................$54

Hummingbird Heart Earrings A green 
patina accents Cavin’s fine detailing in 
these bronze earrings. The deep ruby red 
gorget and copper finishing on the earring 
hook evoke a rich, earthy tone. The earring 
hooks are made from gray niobium (hy-
poallergenic.) Bronze. Made in USA.
#KBE-88  Hummingbird Heart Earrings ..................$54

Please turn to pages 94 and 95 for more jewelry by Cavin Richie.


